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ALBANS CITY YOUTH COMMUNITY F.C.1

Patron:

Annie Brewster

President:

Malcolm MacMillan

Life Vice President:

Robert Murphy

Vice Presidents:

Jim McGregor, John Veasey, Mike Day, Carol Day,
Ray Anderson, Pete Harvey, Malcolm Elliott, Brian
Gibson, John Warriner, Jeff Lawrence, David
Atkinson, Ray Parker, Phil Smyth, Wilfried
Veldhuigzen, David Wray, Richard Gaskin, Geoff
Watts, William McAulay, Ged Deacon, Mervyn
Morgan, Kerry Pollard, Mark Clark, Alan Heaffey,
Chris Mawhood, Chris Pearce, Duncan Lowthian,
Peter Towndrow

Chairman:

Geoff Watts

Vice Chairman:

Neil Deacon, Mervyn Morgan

Hon Secretary:

Ian Woods

Hon Treasurer:

Lesley Wray

Commercial Managers:

Neil Deacon

Community and Apprentice Management:

David Wray

Press Officer:

Terry Edwards

6 A Side Co-ordinator:

Boys - Mervyn Morgan / Dave Wray
Girls - Kelly Hancock / Bradley Bennett

Minutes Secretary:

Lesley Wray

Schools Liaison Officer:

Ian Woods

Senior Club Liaison:

David Wray

Hon Auditor:

Mr. Kropman

Welfare Officers (Child protection):

Ian Woods, Mervyn Morgan

Board of Trustees:

Mervyn Morgan, Robert Murphy, David Wray, Neil
Deacon, Ian Woods, Jeff Lawrence, Gill Savory,
Brian Pyke, Lesley Wray, Alan Moorhouse,
Lawrence Levy, Sam Mardle, Geoff Watts, Kelly
Hancock

Apprentice Community Coaches:
Bradley Bennett, Dean Goodwin, Tom Ward, Paul Spink, George Calverley, Charlie Lumsdon
Club Community Coaches:
Harry Wheeler, Tegana James, Sam Mardle, Charlie Boswell, Matt Wyatt, Sam Russell, Ben Kelly,
Emma Tammaro, Jabbil Chibwana, Lawrence Wilson
St Albans City Youth F.C. wishes to thank all of its sponsors. We are also grateful to those who have supported us by
advertising in today’s programme or other activities during the season.
We must also thank:
Terry Edwards for his excellent reports, The Review for their ever improving coverage (Come on Herts Ad publish our
reports!!)
The Lion press for the printing.
Highfield Park Trust.
St Stephens Parish Council and John O’Connor for pitch provision and maintenance.
St Albans City F.C. for the use of Clarence Park and its facilities.
All local Schools for the use of pitches and training facilities.
Nicholas Breakspear School for the 3G Astro Training Pitch.
And finally as always the Wives of Managers and Club Officials for their eternal patience.
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SUMMER HOLIDAY FUN FOOTBALL COACHING
AIMED AT 5 TO 13 YEAR OLD BOYS AND GIRLS

2
Once again we are offering top football coaching using the best club coaches trained by the David
Beckham
Academy leading trainers.
2
2

w/c 27th July, w/c 3 rd August, w/c 24th August
@ Highfield Park

2
BOOK NOW
2
Full details on www.cityyouthfc.com
2 2
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FROM THE SECRETARY Season 2014/15 has seen the club increase in size to well
over sixty teams mainly because of an influx of under 8 sides after the season started. This
reflects well on the Saturday morning sessions we run for younger children and is a credit to
the young coaches who are involved. We have also seen an increase in the Girls section
thanks to the work put in by the people involved with Girls teams. The Disability squad
continues to flourish with three of their members going to America this Summer as part of the
Special Olympics squad. This has all put considerable pressure on pitch availability. For the
coming season we have entered into an agreement to expand the football pitch availability at
St Albans Girls School which will benefit the girls section. We have also had the use this
season of Samuel Ryder Academy, Marlborough School, St Michael’s School, Nicholas
Breakspear School, St John Fisher School, Cunningham School, Garden Field School,
Verulamium, Park Street Recreation Ground, Greenwood Park and, of course, Highfield Park.
Our thanks go to all those responsible for the up keep and maintenance of all these grounds.
Our only County Cup finalists this year were Maria Batet-Horne’s under 12 girls who
unfortunately lost on penalties. They made up for this by winning their league title while Sarah
Kropman’s under15 Girls North team took their League Shield. John Moss’s under 15 North
completed a Cup and League double in the Watford Friendly League as did Neil Sweeney’s
under 14 East side in the West Herts Youth League. Other League titles were claimed by Ian
Hughes under 16 Orient, Nick Doyle’s under 14 South, Kevin Baynham’s under 12 South,
Fernando Almela’s under 11 South. In addition cup successes were enjoyed by Darren
Bennett’s under 16 North, Stuart Fennell’s under 15 East and Rosa Penetra, Nick Crowther
and Trevor Merriden’s under 9 Orient.
Once again the club held a successful 6 a side tournament at Highfield Park. This is a major
fund raiser and needs support from across the Club. It was remarkable in that all four of the
semi- finalists were St Albans City Youth teams. Once again we were fortunate to have the
use of St Albans City FC facilities for the under 12 George Walker games. More teams took
part in end of season tours than for many years and reports have all been positive. Futsal is
continuing to grow; albeit slowly. In addition under Dave Wray’s supervision the Club’s
Community work has steadily increased with the Club’s young coaches being involved in
growing the game across the District
Two under 18 sides complete their youth football life this season, Tim Collins North and Greg
Gosling’s East sides. Tim has been running the North team since they were under 11’s while
Greg took the East side on more recently. We are grateful to both for their input. (Greg will no
doubt be continuing with assisting the Under 16 Girls team). Other managers standing down
at the end of this season are Darren Bennett, Paul Lambert, Peter Colvin, Martyn Astley, Robin
Durrant, Mark Varney, Fernando Almela. The Club thanks them for all they have done over
the years for St Albans City Youth.
None of all these football activities would be possible without a firm administrative base and
the Club are fortunate to have a consistency in this which other clubs can only envy. Geoff
Watts maintains a watching brief as Chairman; Lesley Wray continues to look after the various
streams of money immaculately; Mervyn Morgan and the Trustees are always there to support
and assist where necessary; David Wray keeps an eye on the Community and Coaching side
while joining the Secretary to cover any on-going needs on Sunday evenings.

Ian Woods
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11TEAM HONOURS 2014 – 2015
Hertfordshire Football Association
U 12 Girls County Cup

U 12 Girls

Runners-up

U 16 Spring Cup

U 16 North

Winners

U 16 Spring Cup

U 16 West

Runners-up

U 15 Red Division

U 15 North

Winners

U 15 Green Division

U 15 East

Joint Runners-up

U 15 League Cup

U 15 North

Winners

U 15 Spring Cup

U 15 East

Winners

U 14 White Division

U 14 South

Winners

U 12 White Division

U 12 South

Winners

U 17 Division 1

U 17 West

Runners up

U 17 League Cup

U 17 West

Runners-up

U 16 Division 2

U 16 Orient

Winners

U 14 Division 2

U 14 East

Winners

U 14 Intermediate League Cup

U 14 East

Winners

U 13 Division 1

U 13 North

Runners-up

U 13 Division 2

U 13 East

Runners-up

U 13 Division 4

U 13 Orient

Runners-up

U 13 Challenge Cup

U13 North

Runners-up

U 11 Division 4

U 11 South

Winners

U 10 Orange Division Cup

U 10 East

Runners-up

U 9 Blue Division Cup

U 9 Orient

Winners

Watford Friendly League

West Herts Youth League

Mid Herts Rural Minors League

Hertfordshire Girls Partnership League
U 15 Division 2

U 15 Girls North

Runners-up

U 15 Shield

U 15 Girls North

Winners

U 14 Shield

U 14 Girls South

Runners-up

U 14 Fair Play Shield

U 14 North

Winners

U 12 Division 2

U 12 Girls

Winners

U 8 Fair Play Shield

U 8 Girls

Winners
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Callum Addison; Mark Allan; Harrison Arnold; Louis Baker-Madec; Charlotte Banks;
Charlie Bennett; Matthew Breeze; Robert Brown; William Brown; Angelo Calavatra;
Sebastian Camp; Zoe Chick; Daniel Curran; Joe Cussans; Lewis Cutmore; Sam
Doidge; Harrison Doyle; Abby Durrant; Daniel Eaves; Lauren Edwell; Louisa Ellis;
Jake Fleming; Jack Fletcher; Keanu Floyd; Stephen Heather; Luke Hill; Jack Hughes;
Adam Johnson; Louis Johnston; Bradley Keller-Keener; William Kerslake; Kevin
Kissoon; Owen Ladbrook; Bachir Loussahi; Charlie Lunnis; Robert McKee; Theo
Maher; Stefan Martin; Jake Mlodecki; Joe Moss; Tom Nicolson; Ryan Orde; Matthew
Pearce; Joshua Penning; Samuel Pollard; Adam Pringle; Matthew Roome; Joe
Scragg; Max Sharp; Emily Sibley; Phoebe Skinner; William Skinner; Cameron Smith;
Elliot Smith; Lorna Speed; Ben Spencer; Amir Stapleton; Callum Sweeney; Isabella
Tagg; Melissa Trulock; Danielle Tyler; Lauren Walker; Jared Walsh
F"A316415A3)1+**1A$$8A3AC&8143161F!%AC19B614671291"B!!1%815A81641
Jake Beels; Max Bull; Ben Colllins; Matthew Cross; Shay Emerton; Anthony Gosling;
Chris Litchfield; Alex Port
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£20,000 Grant - City Youth and
St Albans City in Partnership

At the start of the season City Youth received some excellent news for the area, The
Football Conference Trust announced that it would be providing a £20,000 Grant to
help us to deliver a £32,000 Community Project in the St Albans District.
The Project will make sure that more young people take part in sport (not just
football) and join local youth groups. The School's programme will see St Albans City
FC and St Albans City Youth Community Football Club working together to promote
healthy lifestyles. Finally the project will educate young people from the age of 14 to
16 to act as role models on the programme, to provide them with a Sports Leaders
qualification and make it sustainable.
Whilst delivering these activities in local Schools and Clubs we will be looking to make
more people aware of the social and educational opportunities St Albans City FC and
St Albans City Youth FC can offer to the wider Community.
The Football Conference Trust is a partnership between the Football Conference, the
Premier League and the Professional Footballers' Association. The Premier League
and the PFA have committed to contribute £400,000 each to the fund a year for three
years. This fund of £2.4M is to support all Football Conference member clubs to help
support and develop their community activities.
St Albans City Football Club and St Albans City Youth Community Football Club would
together like to extend our very grateful thanks to the Premier League and Professional
Footballers’ Association who have enabled the Grant.
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St Albans City Youth Under 8 Arrows
Ian Howells (Manager), Paul Browning (Coach)
Max Butterworth: Our amazing keeper has saved us on countless occasions with some unbelievable
reflex saves.
Ben Browning: Tough tackling midfielder who doesn't give up, can also run from deep to power in
goals.
Luke Collins: Steadfast defender who also grabbed goals from midfield. Has a shot like an Exocet
missile!
Louis Godfrey: "Louidinhio", the team's top scorer can be relied on to find the back of the net from all
over the pitch.
Callum Howells:

Piles on the pressure by running at the opposition defence and finds the net

consistently.
Leon Negus-Roman: At home out left or in defence. His killer crosses and goals direct from corners
has earned him a cult status among teammates!
Oscar Noble: Doesn't stop running from box to box. Bagged plenty of goals and had the most assists
this season.

St Albans City Youth Under 8 Arrows
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St Albans City Youth Under 8 Dragon’s.
In our first season, all the boys have thoroughly enjoyed our fixtures and it is so rewarding for us as
coach’s to see the improvement individually and as a team. Each team member has made a huge
contribution and they should all be proud of their performances. We look forward to welcoming eac h
player back to join us in the U9’s next season. Oggie & Darren.
Vinnie Ogden – Arguably the best shot stopper in the division, and his ability to close down attackers
is second to none. His understanding with his defenders enables attacks to be started from the back.
Well done Vin on a great first season.
Scott Cole – A no nonsense defender who is happy to protect his keeper whilst others grab the
headlines. It’s no coincidence that results suffer when Scott is unavailable. A couple of penalties have
capped a fine season. Well done Scottie.
Alfie Brown – Accomplished performances all season in defence and midfield. Alfie really has become
a ball playing defender and dealt with opposition attackers comfortably. Great season Alf.
Mattie Verdier – Ever reliable this season, Mattie has grown into the midfield role with some very strong
performances as the season has progressed. Also had a couple of strong games deputising in goal. A
fine season. Well done Mattie.
Joshua Francois – Whether covering in defence, running the midfield or adding to his goal tally, Josh
has had an outstanding campaign with his all-round performances. A respectable goal tally of 10 capped
affine first season. Great work Joshua.
Harry Barnes – Ever present this term with his left sided pace, another team member who has grown
in confidence and ability as the season progressed. Contributed some important goals also. Well done
H.
Dylan Norman – Another ever present in a midfield or attacking role, skilful Dylan has provided goals
throughout the season which are followed by his trademark celebrations. Well done Dylan on a fine
season.
Michael Napier – Caused opposition defenders problems all season with his speed & trickery up front.
The ‘go to’ man when a goal is needed. Netted 23 times in 15 games in a very good first season. Well
done Mikey.

St Albans City Youth Under 8 Dragons
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St Albans City Youth Under 8 Central
Joseph Golding - A good all-rounder with a great knowledge of the game.
Dean Bladon - A high scorer with a fast pace.
Ethan Sieger - Has a great turn of speed and excellent ball skills.
George Parker - A strong defender who never gives up.
Jack McCreigh - An enthusiastic goal keeper with a big kick too.
Charlie Roberts - Has made great improvement since joining the team and plays well in midfield.
Oliver Ward - A good team member and always plays with a smile.
Tyler Hall - New to the team. Fast on the ball and will be a great asset to the team moving forward.

St Albans City Youth Under 8 East
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St Albans City Youth Under 8 East
(P 21, W 17, L 3, D 1, For 117, Against 41, Points 52) The inaugural season for this U8 Team has
demonstrated they have great determination, team work and skills to further develop. The Team had a
faltering start, only just winning our first game before suffering defeat 7-5. However, a 10 game
unbeaten run punctured only by 2 defeats at the end of a long season demonstrated that they have an
ability to play a consistently high level. The boys should be extremely pleased with what they have
achieved this season, as they have all come together from different schools and before the season
began had never played football in any structured team game environment. Being their first season, it
has been a joy to see them develop and grow, both in footballing ability but also confidence in
themselves and their team mates. A tremendous effort from the boys. A special mention to the Parents,
who have been exemplary in their support and help, and to our “Admin Guru” Emma Antcliffe for
arranging everything for us and also to our young Thursday night STACY coach Anthony Gosling. A
great foundation has been laid for next season as we move to 7 a-side games. Graeme & Nick
Will Antcliffe – A quick and potent goal scorer, Will has been our focal point in attack this season,
demonstrating real determination and desire to win in all aspects of play. For his first season he has
delivered an outstanding goal tally. Great determination Will.
Ollie Denyer – Ostensibly used at the back, Ollie has demonstrated real progress in his ability and
concentration as the season has progressed, being strong, quick and tenacious in the tackle. He even
managed to score some spectacular goals in the process. Well done Ollie.
Tom Flower – Tireless ‘box to box’ midfielder and very capable defensively, as well as going forward.
He has scored lots of great goals for us and despite his small stature is by far the best header of the
ball in the team. Marvellous contribution Tom.
Tom Jennings – Tricky dribbling, passing vision, creativity and long ball/dead ball finishing marked out
Tom’s achievements this year. As well as scoring a substantial number of goals, this creative No 10
has a large number of assists and shown himself to be assured on the ball. Great season ‘TJ’.
Joshua Kleiner-Mann – Driving from midfield or deep, this versatile player’s direct running and trickery
has caused opponents all sorts of problems. Always impactful, he brings great energy to the team and
has scored some important goals for us. His ‘Delap like’ throw-ins are a potent weapon. Fabulous
season Josh.
Nathan Kleiner-Mann – Decided early in the season to make the GK position his, Nathan’s agility and
shot-stopping has been a major factor in our success. His natural ability coupled with good distribution,
awareness and ability to pull off the ‘impossible’ saves has been a real asset. Great performances
Nathan.
Liam Powell – A mix of roles for Liam has really helped him develop and excel in his first season.
Either drifting in late from deep to score goals, breaking play up or demonstrating awareness to play in
other team-mates, he has really grown in confidence and ability. Great season Liam.
Max Whelan – A solid, consistent season from Max, who is developing into a defensive lynchpin, with
his beautifully timed tackles allied to strong determination. Playing in all matches he has set a great
example all season. Well done Max.
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St Albans City Youth Under 8’s West
Nathan Beetlestone - the team’s goalkeeper who has got better and better as the season has gone
on. Made some fine saves!
Tommy Morgan - a good solid player who has played most positions. Has chipped in with a few goals
including a cheeky one with his bottom!
Josh Ladyman - “Mr Commitment" when he is not laying on the floor! He is full of heart and passion
and is an opposition’s worst nightmare. Great season.
Ben Hodges -a cracking first season who is one of the most natural young players I have seen at his
age. Scored and created some great goals.
Rory Graham - our very own "Tasmanian devil". So full of energy he makes me feel tired! A great
second half of the season with some match winning performances!
Mathew Gosling -" Mr Reliable “has turned into a great defender with a natural ability to time a tackle
and pass with great effect.
Billy Dunn - “the voice of football" know everything there is to know about the game! A player should
has a good football brain with a sweet left foot. Also scored a fair share of goals.
Jacob Nyamupingidza - when the weather is just right and he is in the mood he is a class act who has
scored some great goals!
It has been an absolute honour to take on these boys for their first season. They should be so proud of
all that they have achieved in so little time. It can be frustrating at times but with the performances they
have given along with the laughter and antics that come with it, every minute has been worthwhile.
Great season boys.

St Albans City Youth Under 8 West
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St Albans City Youth Under 8 North
The lads have had a superb season! A lot of hard work and talent has been shown this year. They've
all come a long way as individuals but more importantly as a team.
Antonio Desderio: An excellent player, never fails to give me a 100%.
Finn Scully: Goal scoring machine, has the ability to produce a goal out of nothing.
Jake Cottingham: Most disciplined player to have ever coached. Hardest worker on and off the pitch.
Sam Johnson: Very hard working and committed. Improves more and more every game.
Adam Gardner(captain): A naturally gifted football player. Always training hard and looking to improve.
Sean Gallagher: A bubbly character always has a smile on his face regardless of the score. He's a
natural athlete who's up for anything!
Liam Reed: An outstanding goalkeeper! Has kept us in a lot of games.

St Albans City Youth Under 8 North
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St Albans City Youth Under 8 North (Sunday)
This brand new team started their journey back in the Summer of 2014 with their first ever experience
of competitive football at the club’s 6-a-side tournament. The early signs were not too promising as the
team found themselves 3-0 down after less than two minutes. However, the spirit of the lads, even at
this early stage, clearly shone through as we rallied to pull two goals back. Looking back on the season,
and some 27 games on, this positive attitude has been a constant, whilst the lads’ levels of footballing
ability have improved tremendously. Attendance at training has always been excellent and the
outstanding commitment shown by the boys during both practice and competitive matches has been
great. We would like to thank the boys for this and also to our parents who have always been helpful,
supportive and encouraging from the side-lines.
Julian and John
Lucas Pate - Lucas is a fearless goalkeeper who has produced some outstanding performances
between the sticks this season. Deservedly won the ‘Golden Gloves’ award at the Spurs Legends 5-aside tournament at Clarence Park.
Adam Haj-Osman - Adam’s improvement as a player has been truly phenomenal this year. His strong
tackling and defensive reading of the game has been a real asset to the team.
Angus Kerr - Angus is a tough-tackling defender whose commitment to the team as a central defender
is unrivalled. He is beginning to also support the attack now and possesses a fierce shot.
Alex Hails - Alex has produced several superb displays on the right side of midfield this year, creating
many goalscoring opportunities for his teammates and scoring a number of spectacular goals.
Bertie Postema - Bertie is the team’s leading goalscorer with 26 goals and he has hit the target with
some wonderful left foot strikes this season. Hugely influential in midfield, he has also done a brilliant
job for the team when asked to play in defence.
Adam Oldfield - Fully committed in all training sessions and matches, Adam is developing into the
complete midfield player. His performance away at Croxley Green on a muddy pitch was one of the
best individual performances of the season.
Thomas Boca-Mapp - Thomas has played a vital role both as a striker and a wide player this season.
His outstanding individual goal away at Tring, in which he dribbled past half of their team, would grace
any ‘goal of the season’ competition.
Harry Gaines - Harry signed for the club at the turn of the year and has been a great addition to the
squad. His strong forward runs with and without the ball have created problems for numerous defences.
Dima Kusev - ‘Di-Maria’ has been another successful mid-season signing. He has shown strength,
courage and determination at both ends of the pitch adding a real stability to the heart of the team.

St Albans City Youth Under 8 North (Sunday)
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St Albans City Youth Under 8 South
Under 8’s South have enjoyed a season of fun, quality football. They developed massively as the
season progressed, improving technical ability, understanding and teamwork from all players. Every
game the boys worked as hard as they could for each other and most importantly played with a smile
on their faces!
2014/15 Competitive matches record P17 W13 D0 L4 F129 A51
Squad:
James Beasley - James is a pleasure to coach, always polite with a great attitude to learning.
Throughout the season all aspects of James game have developed massively.
Steven Jacobs - Stevens personality very much represents his playing style, fun and adventurous! He
is never shy of trying new skills or techniques.
Milic Pavic - Milic is a true sportsman and has a head for football, he is naturally able to read the game
- which is very hard to teach.
George Robertson - George must have glue stuck to his boots! When he dribbles the ball does not
leave his foot! George has produced some incredible Messi-like runs throughout the season.
Josh Smith - Josh has grown in confidence as the season went on - he was able to produce some
lovely finishes and pieces of play the more confident he became.
Owen Weaver - Owen must run off petrol because he never stops running! He consistently gives 110%
every game and is never shy of getting stuck in a tackle!
Freddie Yeo - Freddie always has a smile on his face and has a gift of a left foot! He has produced
both exquisite finishes and passes over the season.
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St Albans City Youth Under 8 Romans
This is a new team which came together late in 2014 and started playing league matches from January.
The team is drawn from various local schools, but has rapidly gelled as a unit. Whilst the team has
plenty to learn about positional play and marking, it has never struggled to score goals. A total of 15
matches have been played with 63 goals For, and 48 Goals against. The Romans team has been more
successful in League matches than in Friendlies as the league it has played in contains several new
teams that have only come together in the last 6 months. League results were Played 8, Won 7, Lost
1.
Alex Rothwell has shown a lot of commitment and a willingness to play in various positions. He has
been most at home in defence, where he can be relied on to chase opposition forwards to the sidelines.
He has made a good start in our side and we look forward to having him back next year.
Arlo Webb has been a thoughtful and intelligent player who has looked for the passes and set up many
of the goals scored. He is versatile and he has shown promise as a keeper when he has not been
controlling the outfield.
Imad Syed is energetic and combative. He has been committed in his tackling, and always chased
back when someone has passed him. Latterly he has started to find the goal in our league matches
and has become more of an all-rounder.
Max Winders is unapologetically attacking. He runs at defences and is an ever-present threat. He has
been developing his positional awareness as the season has gone on and we expect a lot more goals
from him next year in the 7-a-side.
Ryan Kennedy is a powerful, attacking forward. He wins the golden boot, scoring 25 goals this season.
He has terrorised defences in the league, and would have scored more if he hadn’t been put in goal to
manage the scorelines.
Sean Magee is one of the smaller players on the pitch, but is rock-solid in a challenge and will not be
bested. Time and again he has swaggered his way through midfield to shoot on goal. He scored the
Manager’s goal of the season in a solo effort where he ran from defence to score against Hertford Lions
only seconds after being substituted on.
Sonny Phillips joined us mid-way through the season but still managed to score 10 goals. He is an
all-rounder, who is equally at home keeping goal or playing in the outfield. He has a cheerful can-do
attitude and clearly loves his football.
Tom Bailey is a doughty and unflinching defender. He has tried playing as a forward and in goal, but
has always gravitated back to the defence. He is a no-nonsense player who dispossesses the
opposition, and doesn’t mess around with the ball in his own area. He has been key in keeping our
positive goal difference.
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St Albans City Youth Under 8 Saxons
The Under 8 Saxons had a solid – albeit late - start to the 2014/15 season in the depths of winter with
some great games home and away. We’ve got to know each other, figured how to play as a team and
had lots of fun along the way. Now looking forward to U9s with some enthusiastic young players, all
looking forward to the expanded squad and moving up to 7-a-side.
Sam Calthrop - our no. 1 goalkeeper who's maintained a positive record against some tricky penalties
and gone from strength to strength through the season - keeping us out of some serious trouble.
Austin Kennedy - a key part of our typically solid defence, Austin has shown great courage and flair in
a number of our games since Christmas and has great potential for next season.
Harry Layne - "The Rock" - Harry has been fearless in defence and shown great ability in switching
from transition to attack through the season.
Ailbe Tidd - brought strength and resilience to our forward line and played a key role in getting us back
into a number of matches, with many goals throughout the season.
Asa Stewart-Harris - one of the most flexible and tireless members of the squad, covering huge space
and always in the middle of the action at both ends of the pitch. Asa joins SACY U9s South for 2014/15
and we wish him well.
Luca Callegari – capable in defence and attack, Luca has held up the opposition at one end and nailed
some good goals at the other.
Cristian Harvey - with lots of flair up front, good positioning and being able to take the opportunities
presented, Cristian scored well throughout the season.
Innes Diggens-Wilson - flexible in defence and well prepared for goalkeeping responsibilities in a few
key games, Innes has shown plenty of initiative on the break.
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St Albans City Youth Under 8’s Girls
The team was just formed at the beginning of the season, and is the first U8 girls’ team to play for the
club. The girls started out with no real football experience but regardless began playing fixtures every
weekend. Although the girls started the season both new to the game and new to each other, they
have come through this season truly playing like a team. Despite some challenging leagues matches,
the girls were virtually unstoppable in tournaments and festivals! They should be particularly proud of
their development and perseverance in the early days. Many thanks to the parents for being so
supportive throughout this first season, and a special thumbs up for Ollie who has helped with the
coaching this year The girl’s enjoyment of football only seems to have scratched the surface, and it
has been a pleasure to manage and coach them.
Caitlin Adair – Caitlin has shown great improvement over the course of the season. Her confidence
and technical skills have improved tremendously as the season progressed.
Emma Bracey – Although competent in many positions, a natural talent in defence. Emma is an
exemplary tackler and relentless challenger, continually stopping the opposition in their tracks.
Evie Cussans – Very skilled player in either half who has scored the majority of goals for us this season.
Evie is a truly talented footballer that has also been a great example to the team. Well done Evie!
Isla Evans – Fearless in either half of the pitch, Isla is a playmaker that can turn around the momentum
of a match. A skilled tackler and shooter, and has become a great passer as well.
Maisie Francis – The strongest kick on the team and has done a great job of controlling the ball in our
half. Maisie never lets up in a match and is a fearless midfielder and a tough tackler!
Grace Gauthier – The “Grace shuffle” has been responsible for more than one goal in the season. A
great dribbler who controls the ball well and never gives up!
Ruby Littlechild – With no prior experience as a goalkeeper, Ruby stepped in was our most
dependable goal-stopper this season, in addition to hassling opposition goalkeepers at the other end!
Marina McCullen – A steady performer who improved tremendously over the season. Marina strives
to do whatever the team requires of her, but is lately showing real promise at midfield.
Rebecca Smith – Never without a big smile, Rebecca’s enthusiasm for the game is obvious when she
comes on the pitch. A great team player that never gives up and plays in any position for the good of
the side.
Ebba Taylor-Pugh – Joining later in the season, very quickly established herself as a top all-rounder
and has made quite a positive impact for the team. Ebba is now showing great promise as a goalkeeper!
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St Albans City Youth Under 9 Central
(P21, W 9, L 11, D 1) This was the first season for Central who formed over the summer last year. The
boys were lucky enough to have Wren Windows sponsoring the team and had brand new kit from the
off. We started the season well, winning five of the first six games of the season. The second half of the
season was challenging having moved divisions and edging outside of our comfort zone. Back in March,
we started midweek training which we are to continue with and promote next season. The team have
really improved since the start of the season and should be really proud of themselves and the way
they’ve come on. They’ve shown great sportsmanship throughout the season and have really bonded
well as a new team.
Jack Bromwich – Throughout the season Jack has showed what a great goalkeeper he is & what a
long throw he has when on the pitch! Well done for a great season Jack.
Charlie Wren – A very good season for Charlie consistently performing in defence. Confidence with
the ball has grown since starting this season and has made a real impact on the team this season. Well
done.
Max Mcauliffe – Strong and quick at the back. Performed very well against some quick strikers and
very determined. Great decision maker and shows some great skills at the back. Well done for a great
season Max.
Ralf Dunning – Ralf has played an attacking left back this season with excellent results and is very
capable defensively as well as going forward. He has even managed to get a cheeky goal this season.
Well done Ralf.
Maxim Hayes – Maxim has played in various positions this season and has excelled in playing in a
holding midfield position. Maxim always puts in a good shift and gives everything to the team. Well done
Maxim.
Angus Twidell – Angus has pushed forward with a midfield/forward role. Impressive skills and quick to
react has led to Angus scoring nine goals this season. Well done Angus.
Barnaby Chaudhry – Barnaby has worked tirelessly up and down the pitch. His determination this
season has seen him score five goals from a midfield position along with impressive tackling and
passing. Well done Barney.
William Kennedy – William’s skills are always a threat to any team and his pace is quick up and down
the pitch. His corners and free kicks have contributed to the team’s total of forty goals this season. Well
done William.
Oliver Taylor – Oli has performed great in midfielder this season. He’s quick with the ball and has made
a real impact on the team. Highlight has to be the hat-trick scored on his birthday which included lobbing
the keeper.
Akere Ngu – Akere has been an excellent striker this season scoring an amazing eleven goals. He’s
strong with the ball and is always determined to put as many in the net as possible. Well done for a
great season.
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St Albans City Youth Under 9 East
(P 23, W16, L4, D3) The boys had a great season. They moved up two division’s pre-Christmas having
won 12 games in a row. They settled in a competitive division in the New Year and have enjoyed many
competitive matches since. The boys have continued to grow into fine young men showing good
sportsmanship in defeat, grace in victory and a desire to work hard as team to do the best they can. Of
course we had tears and the usual “dicking around” that you can expect for 8 and 9 years old, but they
are learning. We would also like to extend a particular thanks to the parents of our players; for bringing
your sons to matches (impressive 90% average availability) and being supportive on the touchline
(sometimes too supportive but all in good spirit!). Looking forward to next season already. Carl and Nic
Finn “Shot Charger” Hayes – Showed great courage, determination and judgement in goal by
charging off his line to block many shots. Also a great penalty saver. Well done Finn – a great season.
Fred “Shot Blocker” Hunter – An excellent first season in goal for the team with many great
saves. Loves to kick a long ball up the field to good effect. Also showed a great improvement on the
pitch as defender. Well done Fred.
Charlie “The Wall” Brunt – Star defender who stopped many goal scoring opportunities becoming like
an impenetrable wall of defence. Made really strong progress in winning the ball and calmly passing
the ball accurately out of defence. Well done Charlie.
Josh “Crunch” Oluteye – Strong tackling and fast defender who has won every tackle this season,
with courage and determination. Progressed really well in his first season with the team. Well done
Josh.
Davide “Flying Winger” Lacobucci – Flies up and down the wing in attack and defence, with sense
of sacrifice, hard work and commitment. Really valuable player to the team and a pleasure to coach.
Well done Davide.
Harry “Sharp Shooter” Stone – Natural ability to poke the ball into the goal and get into the right place
at the right time. Scored 15 goals for the team this season. Well done Harry.
Joe “Big Shot” McLeod – Scored some lovely goals with his big shot right boot. Made great progress
in learning to look up and pass the ball to teammates this season. Well done Joe.
Liam “Pass Master” Lavin – Creative midfielder with a natural ability to find execute great passes.
Showed an impressive work rate in defence becoming an important midfield tackler for the team. Well
done Liam.
Joel “The Wizard” Whitworth – Played some magic football, especially dribbling the ball through
numerous defenders to score amazing goals. Scored 20 goals this season. Also making good progress
in learning to pass the ball to teammates. Well done Joel.
Jensen “Demon in Front of Goal” Dean – Top goal scorer with 28 goals. Scored some memorable
goals 1 on 1 verses the keeper. We think he even made a tackle this season. Well done Jensen.
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St Albans City Youth Under 9 Girls
The Girls have had a good season especially considering that for most of them it was their first year
playing. They have impressed me with by adding skill and working harder week after week. It has been
a pleasure seeing them gel together as a team and building friendships. While mostly successful they
have taken an occasional setback with good humour and most importantly not collapsed when on the
back foot but put grit and work ethic into the play. We have been exceptionally lucky having three
strikers and a good goalkeeper. It has been a privilege to work with the girls and we are all very muc h
looking forward to next season. A special thanks to all the parents for battling the elements and never
leaving us with an undermanned squad.
Amelia Thompson, Our Hat trick queen has had a remarkable season and impressed everyone with
her skill and turn of speed. She has lead from the front as the captain and scored some incredible
goals.
Jemima Avery, Good natural striker that has an impressive dribbling and running skills and keeps
getting better and better by the week. She has collected a good tally this season and been a key
playmaker.
Maisie Humphreys, Our third Striker has delivered week on week and consistently impresses with her
skill on the ball and her passing. She has had quite a few spectacular efforts this season.
Scarlet Lobina, Fast improving in skills and she puts in the effort both in training and on match day
managed to get on the score sheet though she normally drifts to the back of the field where she has
had some important tackles and clearances.
Esme Bush, Enduring and effort second to none has good general ball skills and is very effective in
tackling and clearing. She has picked up the goalie gloves a few times with good results.
Miranda Wares, Hardworking team player and makes the opposition attackers life difficult, works hard
in training and on match day and has improved her skills and confidence impressively over the season.
Jocelyn Rennie, Excellent tackler and persistent defender that is good at reading the game. She has
managed a hat trick on the other end field, so no end to her talents.
Ellie Langton, Incredibly fast and has good dribbling skills and ball control, she plays well anywhere
on the field showing impressive skills and has even had a couple of good games in goal.
Grace MacMurray, Our newest player has impressed with excellent team play, good skill and she has
integrated very quickly and well with the squad. Her ball control and turn of speed has been a revelation.
Edda Scheving, Has had an incredible season in goal where she has shown excellent skills and
bravery that has sometimes been rewarded by the opposition with kicks and trampling which she has
shrugged off and battled through, afterwards proudly showing of her bruises as badges of honour.
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St Albans City Youth Under 9 North
The thing we love most about this group of players is that every week they have always given everything
they could at the time. Their effort has been rewarded by retaining the Highfield Cup and winning the
Luton Hatters and St Albans six-a-side tournaments. They won every game they played (bar three)
across league games, friendlies and cup games...everything. An amazing achievement.
A truly special group of hardworking boys who only know one way to play. "Forward".
Alexis Awonuga: A true leader in defence and some great hair styles too
Alistair Lechartier-Rutter: A fearless tackler and always looking to pass the ball forward
Ashton Latter: Buzzing with energy, just the right player to energise the team when things are flagging
Bradley Smith: The finisher...overhead kicks, headers...you name it, Brad can do it
Cadima Lusiola: The boss in the middle of the field
Ed Askam: Will fight 'till the end: The "Schweinsteiger" of the team
James Evans: Has probably made more blocks that the rest of the team combined: very few get past
him!
Jamie Fletcher: The most good natured goalkeeper in the world. Has developed into a great goalie
Joshua Addo: The "powerhouse" ...with skills, has made the step-over his own
Matthew Barwick: Calm and methodical in defence. Another defender who has been rock solid for the
team
Naguib Mazari: Survives on goals instead of food, scoring comes so naturally
Reece Lia: Our secret weapon, weaves through the opposition for fun
Well done boys and thank you. Thanks to the parents too.
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St Albans City Youth Under 9 Orient
Antonio Penetra will run his heart out for the team and with the ball at his feet is virtually impossible to
stop. Once he’s worked out which way he’s shooting, give him the ball anywhere on the pitch and he
will be a threat, as evidenced by his 7 goals from 13 matches, including the opener in the Cup Final!
Luke Hayden is our Hot Shot specialist. Always with a keen eye for goal, his ferocious efforts have
even the bravest goalkeeper trembling with fear. Always the first to put his hand up for shooting practice
and penalties. His motto - never doubt, just hit it hard!
Luka Hinton is an example to everyone. A defensive rock and a midfield general all rolled into one.
With a wise head planted on his young shoulders, he's someone the other players always listen to. A
true leader on and off the field.
Luca Fiuco the defensive discovery of the season. Ask him to zonal mark and he's always where he
should be. Ask him to man mark and you can't slip a sheet of paper between him and their Danger Man.
Loves defending - and we love watching him do just that.
Harley Jack - place a football at this boy's toes, then try and get it back and you'll be waiting a very
long time. Has the team's fastest feet and has been dazzling us with midfield magic all season.
Defenders, don't blink! Harley will leave you behind if you do.
George Ilari - no end to this boy's talents. Stick him in goal and he'll make great saves all day long.
Stick him anywhere else and he creates chaos for the opposition wherever he plays. Quietly spoken but he does all his talking on the pitch.
Jack MacDonald - fantastic, natural reader of the game, plays as if he's 3 steps ahead of the opposition.
Strong in defence because he knows where the ball is going even before the attacker knows - always
seems to be in the right place at the right time.
Arthur Merriden is one part Peter Schmeichel, one part Maradona and the rest Alan Shearer. A
towering presence in goal, dominant in midfield and with an eagle eye for goal you know he can do a
job for you anywhere on the pitch. He sacrifices all for the team and always entertains with his goal
celebrations – a little legend in the making.
Barney Amess can open up defences with a well-timed ball, runs rings round defenders and usually
ends up scoring a hatful of goals. If he doesn’t have the ball he doesn’t give an inch in his efforts to win
it back – and usually does! A bright future beckons for barnstorming Barney.
Callum Crowther is our top scorer and as you’d expect he likes his eggs poached and his goals hung,
and takes his holidays in the six yard box. He’s never short of something to say and it’s always from the
heart – the press love him!
Cameron Bates is our all round superstar. Confident on the ball, adept at winning it back, he delivers
visionary, defence splitting passes that Pele could only dream of. He learnt his trade playing beac h
football on the Isle of Man, and brings real Samba style to the Orient!
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St Albans City Youth Under 9 South
The second season for the now U9 South has seen one player leave us and three players join at the
start of the season. Keeping with the rotation of positions, the boys have been challenged to master
each of the roles in football. This has led to a season of highs and lows in terms of results, but only
highs in terms of their personal and team development. Well done boys!
Simon and Mark.
Finlay Evans – We all know as a team that Fin is a very talented goalkeeper. Again and again Fin has
pulled of the most amazing saves, including saving a fantastic penalty to win us the recent quarter final
of the Luton Town tournament. However, it is outfield that Fin really excels, lightning fast, two footed
and highly skilful, Fin is the player all defenders fear!
William Houghton – William is an amazing young talent. A view that has been expressed by coach
after coach as the season has unfolded. Two footed, highly skilful, amazing vision for a pass and a pile
driver of a shot. He is a total all round player. William has been a pleasure to work with and his
confidence has grown to match his talent.
Sam Ejjayha – 100% committed to every game, every tackle and every position, Sam has had a great
season. His composure on the ball and ability to do the unexpected has made Sam a stand out player.
Then there is his pile driver of a left foot that has seen Sam become the top scorer this season, including
5 goals in a single match!
Jed Ejjayha – Committed, enthusiastic, and a fantastic team player, Jed has had a great season just
like his twin Sam! Great with both feet, Jed is able to play in any position including being a stand out
goalkeeper. Saving goals, scoring goals, setting up goals, Jed is the engine of the team and a great
boy to coach.
Joseph Varney – Joe just loves to score goals! But not just any goals, if he is going to score it will be
with a rabona! Joe has worked hard to improve his all round game and despite missing a number of
games due to a broken collar bone, he picked up where he left off by scoring on his return.
Joshua Stapleton – Joshua has continued to improve over the season, especially as a defender. The
quietest member of the team but also the toughest tackler, there is only one winner in a 50/50 ball! Well
done Joshua.
Toby Joyce – Toby has gone from strength to strength this season and is becoming a very talented all
round footballer. His ability to anticipate patterns of play has made him a stand out defender, while his
composure on the ball, passing vision and large array of tricks has enabled him to score goals as well
as stop them.
Joseph George – In the two years the South team has been together only one player has scored a
goal that received a round of applause from the opposition parents! Step forward Joseph George!
Joseph has had a great first season with the team. He has a natural all round ability and a great attitude
to learning. Well done Joseph.
Stanley Bedwood – Stanley’s introduction to the team was to attempt an audacious overhead kick in
training. This was just the start for Stanley who worked hard through the season to improve his all
round game, making a large contribution to the team.
Charlie Easterby – Charlie’s first season with the team has been very impressive. Charlie has an
amazing array of tricks that he has the confidence to regularly display in matches. Physically strong,
Charlie is a defenders worst nightmare! Well done Charlie, a great first season with the South.
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St Albans City Youth Under 9 Victoria
Reese Diri – Has continued to demonstrate his ability as an excellent and brave shot stopper
but has also greatly improved his decision making, distribution sweeper/keeper skills. Reese
has had a number of standout performances and saved many near certain goals for the team
Daniel Edworthy – A strong in the tackle brave defender with good energy and a determined
attitude. Daniel has also played in midfield this season at times and has shown great
improvement in his passing range and positioning
Cameron Wilson – An elegant and assured defensive pillar of the team. Cam has improved
his passing range, composure on the ball and made numerous well timed galloping runs down
the line creating chances for the team and the odd goal for himself
Frank Fermor – Has played more as a striker for the team this season showing great
composure in front of goal. Frank has scored some important, well taken goals and has also
greatly improved his awareness, holding play and passing
Benjy Stone – A fast and powerful defender and winger with an eye for a cheeky step-over.
Benjy has proved himself as a very accomplished defender with intelligent positional sense
and a valuable ability to save the team with searing recovery pace
Martin Flore – A fast, strong and rampaging midfielder. Martin has enormously improved his
all round game this season, making him a real handful for any team to deal with and added
some important goals and assists to his robust midfield game
Oscar Bell – A very nippy skilful forward / winger who has scored a number of important and
eye catching goals. Oscar has impressed this season by the way he came back from injury
and showed an improved footballing awareness with a number of valuable assists and
defensive tackles
Archie Hobbs (Players Player of the year 2015) – An energetic box to box midfielder with the
ability to make surging runs, swift passes, superb sliding tackles and make and take goals.
Archie has grown in confidence this season and is making the most of his significant talent
Noor Dajani – A relentlessly determined and fearless defender / midfielder. Noor has added
many more things to his game this season including composure and an eye for a quick thinking
pass to help the team move swiftly from defence to attack
Zak Davies – A rounded midfielder / attacker with great shooting and passing ability with both
feet. Zak has been the top scorer again for the team with some super strikes but also as
importantly has developed his wider game, defensive midfielder duties and link play
Freddie Roe – A skilful midfielder with excellent awareness, composure and the confidence
to hold the ball and pick a pass. Freddie has continued to score and make goals this season,
and has also showed his versatility by covering ably in defence when asked to for the team
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St Albans City Youth Under 9 West
This was our first full season and the boys have all improved significantly in every
aspect of their game. We played 28 games this season and won 20, Drew 3 and lost
5. We had a 15 game unbeaten streak in the middle of the season with just one draw
in that period. We narrowly missed out on the cup final, conceding a late goal in the
Semi on a day where things didn't go our way. Overall it has been a fantastic season,
which I think all involved have enjoyed. Special thanks to Tim Harris for taking care
of the admin, Andy Clark our team sponsor and coach and Fernando Rojas who also
helps out with the coaching and to all the parents who are always supportive.
Alexei Rojas - Goalkeeper. Team Captain, great shot stopper, brave as a lion. Turns
defence into attack. Good organiser.
Ayman Mrabate - Defender - Solid in the tackle, difficult to beat a good fighting spirit.
Lenny Brandon - Defender - Reads the game very well, good organiser, wins his
tackles.
Jonathan Harris - Midfield - great energy, can beat a man and find the final pass, 13
Goals
Alex Duffy - midfield - fantastic work rate, good tackler, technically good and good in
the air. 4 goals
Cody Smith - Midfield/Striker - Powerful dribbler, technically good, provider and
scorer. 30 Goals
Charlie Clark - Striker - Very pacey and powerful runner, makes good runs, 27 goals
Sam - Midfield/Striker - Technically very good, bag of tricks, great shot and a good
dribbler. 29 goals
Archie Connolly - Midfield/Attacker - Very good technically, good vision and passer.
11 goals
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St Albans City Youth Under 10’s North
Billy Todd - Billy's shot stopping ability is getting stronger all the time, as is his
giggle…..another great season from young Todd.
Charlie McDonald - "legs" has enjoyed a good season and has put in some super
performances.
Jaden Johnson - "you'll never pass Jaden Johnson", strong defender and has also
improved his passing this year.
Ben Freestone - played in most positions this year and has been very consistent,
very competitive.
Finlay Eames-Illingworth - competitive, improved technically and scored a few
belters. Good season.
Joseph Beardon - great attitude, versatile and a lovely right foot. Needs a few more
west ham kits.
Oliver Lunney - "twinkle toes" confidence has shone through this year and has
delivered consistently.
Harrison Shaw - "smiler", has added much more to his game above scoring this
year, big improvement.
Kai Constable - manages at least 10 overhead kicks a game, part of the north
family, well done kai
Charlie Taylor - "Duracell" don’t know where he gets the energy, superb 1st season
from Charlie.
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St Albans City Youth Under 10 South
This season the boys have really come together and built on last year’s foundations to become a very
successful and harmonious team. The season started very strongly and at the half way point, having
only lost one game, we were moved up a division. The boys rose to this challenge and continued to
play very well, with many memorable individual performances, but most importantly with great
determination and team work, often battling back to win or draw games where we were trailing. A great
season that everyone involved should be very proud of!
George Angel – George has had a really consistent season in defence for us and continues to have a
strong ability to read the game and get himself in the right position at the right time. He works hard for
the team and has the ability push forward to support attacking play with the work rate to cover back
quickly and defend.
Mitchel Banks – Mitchel has been the engine room and driving force of our defensive midfield. He is a
great character to have in the team and has immense physical presence and work rate that drives both
the attacking and defensive sides of our game.
George Beasley – George was new to the team this season and has been a massive asset in defence.
George is a great player who works hard for the team and does so with a smile and maturity beyond
his years. He has defended bravely and can always be relied upon to put in a strong performance week
in week out.
Nicholas Berman – Nicholas has had a fantastic season and has probably improved the most out of
all the players this year. He has shown great maturity this season and his performances, in goal, in
attack and in training, have been commendable.
Dylan Gacek-Campos – Dylan has had another great season for us in goal and has often had the
opposition coaches commending many a game winning save! His positional awareness has greatly
improved over the course of the season and he is a real asset to the team both in terms of his
goalkeeping and his character!
Mackie Gibson – Mackie has had a great season in left midfield, scoring many goals and setting up
even more with his strong left foot! Many aspects of Mackie’s game have improved this year. In
particular his passing, shooting and corners have been fantastic.
Nathan Hall – Nathan joined us this season and immediately became a well-liked and highly valued
member of the team. He is a skillful playmaker and shows great promise as an attacking midfielder. He
has created many goals and scored himself on several occasions.
Charlie Johnson – Charlie is another one of our superb team players with a fantastic work rate. He
has had a brilliant season in midfield and attack and has done everything on the pitch in both attack
and defence to help the team with his many goals and crunching tackles!
Jamie McLeod – Jamie has had a great season for us in defence. His work ethic, strong positional play
and dogged style have kept many an attack at bay. He has also really improved his ball distribution
from defence and has launched some great attacking breaks.
Luca Ortone – Luca has really come on this season and has learnt to use his physical presence to win
the ball and distribute good ball to his teammates. He has a strong shot and pass and has often initiated
some great attacking play from his new home in midfield.
Adam Savvides – To say that Adam is purely our goal-scoring machine would be a disservice to
someone who is a great all round team player with great physical presence, defensive ability and
impressive work rate. Of course he does have a fantastic eye for the goal, which has been a great asset
this season!
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St Albans City Youth Under 10 West
Archie James – Goalkeeper/Midfielder - Archie is equally at home in goal or on the
pitch. He has a good eye for a pass, pace and appreciates the space around him – a
really good footballer who continues to improve rapidly. As well as keeping clean
sheets he has scored a lot of goals.
Alfie Gauthier – Midfielder - Alfie obviously enjoys his football and works hard in the
midfield. He loves a tackle and enjoys running with the ball at his feet. This year he
has been working on decision making and opening up the game when he wins the
ball.
Jakey Chaudhry – Midfielder/Forward - Jakey has an excellent attitude and is quick.
He prefers midfield but can do a good job up front as well. He is great at bringing other
players into the game and finding space.
Finlay Rees – Midfielder/Forward - Finlay is quick and strong with an eye for a goal –
in fact this year he has scored some great goals. He likes to run with the ball and then
bring others into the game.
Alex Garcia-Lopez – Forward - Alex is fast with quick feet. He is skilful and has
scored a lot of goals this year. He has that knack of just beating the defender to the
ball. A great attitude and keen to learn.
Finn Geoghegan – Midfielder - Finn has shown a great attitude to his football - he
listens to advice and then makes it happen in the game. His passing and decision
making are his strengths and he has also contributed with some important goals.
Ben Cohen – Midfielder/Forward - Ben is equally at home in midfield or up front. He
has honed some nice tricks to beat opponents, works hard and scores goals.
Shay Murphy – Midfielder - Shay is a quieter member of the team who just gets on
and does the job asked of him. He has an excellent attitude, listens to advice and is
a great team player.
Flynn Sweeney – Defender - Flynn is a tenacious defender who loves a tackle. He
always gives 100% both in training and on match day. He is keen to learn and is a
great team player – a great asset to the team.
Ben Collinson – Defender/Midfielder - Ben is strong and quick with a tremendous
ability to tackle and a great shot. He also has a cultured left foot and his range of
passing and decision making have got better and better as the season has
progressed.
Caleb Ezequiel – Defender/Midfielder - Caleb loves tackling and he is an excellent
defender. His passing and decision making have improved greatly through the year
and he now a great all-round footballer.
Nero Wintsch-Lungley – Midfielder - Nero always gives 100%. He is keen to learn
and with a tremendous attitude. He is quick and energetic and has played a range of
different position this year and always has a smile on his face.
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St Albans City Youth Under 10’s East
Really good start to the season saw us moved up a level in October where we initially struggled but
then slowly started to establish ourselves and look comfortable. A couple of stand-out games have
given us a glimpse of the potential of the team which we hope to build on for next season. We reached
the final of the Orange division cup final in which the boys put in a great performance and they should
be very proud of themselves. Well done to all the boys.
Sam Boca-Mapp (Apps 19, Goals 2) solid season from Sam, played at left back and left midfield. Sam
has a great first touch on the ball and grew in confidence as the season went on. Scored a couple of
cracking goals. Well played Sam!
Jamie Breen (Apps 20, Goals 8) Good season for Jamie, Played on the Left and in the middle. Used
his skills and pace to get in behind the opposition and always prepared to track back and defend.
Weighed in with some good goals.
Riccardo Ditrolio (Apps 16, goals 4) Riccardo played consistently well all season at the back and in
midfield. Reads the game well, passes well and now has the confidence and skill to take players on
and beat them. Got stronger and stronger as the season went on.
Teddy Dunning (Apps 19, goals 9) Teddy’s worked hard for the team all season and always has a
great attitude. Has shown great versatility not only scoring goals but holding the ball up, bringing others
into the game and doing plenty of off the ball running.
Ryan Ellis (Apps 19, goals 3) Ryan has had a great season in the middle for the team. Drives the
team forward when in possession, strong on the ball and a fantastic tackler when out of possession.
Most importantly, he never ever gives up!
Eoin Flanagan (Apps 21, goals 29) Top scorer. Eoin is a natural goal scorer and has scored some
great goals this season. He has had to work hard to create chances against the better teams and this
has made him a better player. Has also proved versatile by putting in effective performances on the left
and right wings.
Jack Longbottom (Apps 16, goals 2) Jack played the beginning of the season in defence and then
switched to goal-keeper. The switch to goal-keeper has really made a big difference to the team and
has given his team mates confidence at the back with some great performances. Well played this
season Jack.
Callum Maguire (Apps 19, goals 5) Callum has had a good season in midfield and defence. He has
shown he’s one of the best passers in the team and delivers a great dead ball. Always positive and a
pleasure to have in the team. Well done Callum!
Matthew McCree (Apps 15, goals 0) Matt’s had a great first season with the team. Playing mainly in
defence, he’s worked hard in training and once he started to relax in the games – looked comfortable
on the ball. All aspects of his game improved as the season went on. Well done Matt.
Ahmed Mrabate (Apps 20, goals 0) Very strong season from Ahmed in defence. Great without the
ball taking up good positions and body shape and an excellent tackler. Equally effective with the ball
showing a good range of passing and comfortable carrying the ball out from the back.
George Wilson (Apps 21, goals 1) George has proved to be a very effective player on the wing and
can run at pace with the ball under close control – not an easy skill. This season George has added
accurate crossing to his game which has set-up a number of goals for the team.
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St Albans City Youth Under 10s Girls
The games are on a friendly level, we have a full squad of 14 girls and throughout the season
each girl has brought their individual game to the team and are now gelling together nicely as
a team. Their standard of football has been consistently of a high standard for their age and
the girls have been a credit not only to themselves but the club. Thanks to the girls for all your
hard work at training and on match days, also to those parents who help out during the season
and those who come and cheer the girls on, already looking forward to next season .Graeme
Lily Mcmahon—Lily has come on leaps and bounds in her 1st season in goal ,good shot
stopper and fearless in diving for the ball .Rightly won the Most Improved Player of the Year
Award .
Olivia Pickersgill—Captained the team this year, leads from the back solid defender and as
made some great runs from the back, well done Olivia.
Orla Moss— Hard working centre back, improved as the season went on always gives 100%in
her play, expecting lots more next season from Orla
Rosie Littlechild –Strong defender, no nonsense player performed consistently well
throughout the season, never lets her team mates down, good season Rosie.
Caitlin Morley—Fast and never stops running one of the fittest girls in the squad, strong
tackler and shows willingness to learn and improve her duties for the team.
Katie Leigh—Katie has had an excellent 1st season she is the engine of the midfield covers
every blade of grass form centre midfield, very skilful and has an eye for goals. Won the Player
of the Year
Ruby Tickner—Ruby arrived half way through the season, she has shown her versatility in
playing various positions within the team, cool under pressure, I can only see good things
coming from her next season.
Gabriela Templeman-Gamboa—Wide midfield player .improved as the season went on,
tirelessly working for others around her, she had a good season well done Gabby.
Caitlin Wheeler –A good season from Caitlin flourished as the season progressed tough
tacker and shows promise .Expecting a lot more from her next season as she settles in to her
role .well done Caitlin.
Shona Kellet—Plays wide midfield, performs well, not selfish in her play real team player
never lets her team mates down .The joker of the pack.
Keria Ward—Strong and skilful midfield player with lots of goals in her package .she works
tirelessly in her role within the team and has had a great season.
Daisy Steers—New to the team this season, has impressed in her debut season willing to
listen and learn and even marked her 1st season with scoring a goal .
Saskia Woodward—Plays 2 roles in the team midfield and attack, very skilful for her age
showing signs of being a natural footballer, been a pleasure to have coached her this season.
Tatyana Barton—Main striker, work rate for the team is exceptionally, links well with the
midfield and deadly around the box scoring some great goals, another good season well done
Tatyana
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St Albans City Youth Under 11s North
Playing in the white (2nd) division of the WHYL the boys have had a challenging season, with
results that have fallen short of their potential. They progressed to the last 16 of the county
cup but in 3 consecutive weeks went out of all 3 cups In all 3 games they performed
fantastically against some very tough competition and, had the draws been kinder, we would
have been in a different situation. At the end of the season, we took part in the Spurs Legend
tournament at Clarence Park which we won and were presented the trophy by Ossie Ardiles
himself.
David Carmichael is hanging up his coaching boots as Jack will move to the West for next
season and Dave will take a well-earned rest ( though I hear a linesman flag beckoning)
. Thanks Dave for all your support over the last 4 years!
Max Emmett Apps 22 Goals 0 - An exceptional goal keeper, Max continues to astonish all
bystanders with spectacular saves. He will be greatly missed as he moves to the West next
season.
Charlie Parks Apps 23 Goals 1 - Charlie has developed into a strong defender. He uses both
feet and can blindside the opposition either in attack or defence.
Ryan Corcoran Apps 23 Goals 2 - Ryan, a formidable defender, who moves forward well
and then flies back at speed to catch any oncoming attacker. It is truly like watching a beautiful
bird sweeping in on it’s prey.
Dafydd Frost Apps 21 Goals 0 - A tall central defender, in his first season, Dafydd has really
improved and now tackles with ease and consistently stops forward moves.
Daniel Curran Apps 23 Goals 3 - Daniel is now an established ( though somewhat reluctant)
right back , he remains strong going forward with a powerful kick making him a force to be
reckoned with from a dead ball situation.
Jack Carmichael Apps 22 Goals 29 - Captain Jack controls the game from the central
midfield position. As fast going forward as he is getting back, our top goal scorer again this
season. We wish him well in the West next season.
Josh Doyle Apps 23 Goals 6 - Skilful midfielder either on the wing or central, Josh is
exceptionally talented. Creates a lot of opportunities and has a large number of assists. He
also gets back to help in defence and has fantastic commitment.
Ben Dellamuro Apps 19 Goals 1 - Another new boy, Ben is a versatile player and has had a
good first season, being able to play in any position forward or defence including the
occasional appearance in goal.
Matthew Radelat Apps 20 Goals 3 - Another boy in his first season, Matthew really enjoys
his football. An attacking midfielder comfortable on the ball, he has created a number of goals
as well.
Joe Flude Apps 21 Goals 5 - Upfront or on either wing, Joe is always enthusiastic and keen
to impress. A traditional goal hanger it has been good to see him net this season.
Joe Knee Apps 20 Goals 4 - A versatile player in any position, solid at the back but able to
play in pretty much any position and good to see him score a few goals this season.
Sam McKenna Apps 21 Goals 13 - Playing more upfront this season Sam is a tenacious
forward with a great work rate, great on the ball and creates a lot of goal-scoring opportunities.
He then appears all over the pitch to help the team out.
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St Albans City Youth Under 11 South
Another amazing season from the boys who won WHYL White Division earning promotion to the top
division and reached the League’s Challenge Cup semi-finals. Big thank you to all players and parents
for their commitment throughout the season and to coaches Callum Fowler and Wayne Lawlor who
managed to bring the best out of each player.
Alex Laking-Jerez. Goalkeeper Alex has established himself as one of the best goalies in this age
group. Always brave and well positioned he stops unstoppable shots in every game and has contributed
greatly to our success earning up to five clean sheets.
Nicholas Casey. A very strong defender Nicholas has protected our left wing brilliantly with a great mix
of physical strength and intelligence to anticipate opposition attacks and always be in the right position
to recover the ball and link seamlessly to our midfielders.
Callum Solly. Skilful defender with great vision of the game, Callum is very fast and committed to
successfully tackle strong attackers. He also has a great ball control, smart passing technique and is
very disciplined. Overall Callum is an awesome team player.
Matthew Napier. A new addition this season Matthew has reinforced significantly our defensive line
and has integrated quickly into the team. Precise and strong with the tackle and very elegant with the
ball Matthew also moves well into attacking duties when asked to.
Alex Woodford A smart and powerful defender and occasional midfielder and goalie Alex has grown
enormously his skills and confidence. Always in the right position he is strong in the air, usually covers
a wide area and has been instrumental to keep our goal safe
Alex Lawlor Our midfield maestro, Alex is a very skilful and confident player who links beautifully
defensive and attacking lines. Never shy to take charge of the team when in trouble his work rate,
dribbling skills and commitment to the team is second to none
James Justice An explosive midfielder and occasional keeper, James gives great presence to our
strong midfield line with a great ball recovery rate. Very fast with the ball he has started many
counterattacks and scored a fair amount of goals with his strong and excellent shot
Hector Almela-Lozano An unselfish midfielder and occasional defender, Hector always looks for the
best positioned player to pass the ball often opening spaces for our attackers. Able to produce long
throw-ins he has also provided a decent number of assists this season.
Danny Fowler A relentless and passionate midfielder, Danny is a committed tackler providing
tremendous energy to our midfield in every single game. He is also fast paced, good crosser, strong in
the air and on top of that he is a great finisher. Danny is a great asset for the team.
Cian Cribbin A very technical and vertical winger, Cian is an elegant attacker with good vision of the
game. He is a great distributor and is always dangerous for the opposition. He has scored beautiful
goals this year and has great potential to improve even further.
Ryan Solly A multitalented fast winger, Ryan is a powerful dribbler with great ability to produce lethal
crosses into the box. Unselfish and relentless he is also a prolific assist provider and a strong finisher
scoring some wonderful goals throughout the season.
Samuel Baker-Madec An effective and hardworking left winger, Samuel joined this season making an
impact from day one. He is a quick-thinker and has great ability to create counterattacks and finish them
in great fashion either crossing the ball or scoring himself.
Sam Hicks An energetic and skilful winger, Sam is an extremely fast-paced player both with and without
the ball. He is developing a great vision for the game and is becoming equally great at distributing the
ball, dribbling and finishing always in awesome style.
George Sippetts Effective and genius striker, George is a joy to watch and admire for his amazing
skills and tremendous hard work. Extraordinary finisher and great assist provider he has already
reached 100 goals for the club and his development as a player this season has been immense.
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St Albans City Youth Under 11 Girls North
Lucy Waterhouse - Lucy took on the challenge of being the goal keeper this season, and has
done a formidable job, considering Lucy’s size this has not phased her in the slightest. Lucy
has saved shots from all angles and rockets blasted from short range a truly brave individual.
Susie Weidmann - Susie is a strong presence in defence and makes frequent runs from
defence dancing round the opposition and scoring. A great attacking defender and a solid
performance all season.
Dylan Catterfeld - Dylan’s confidence has grown on a huge scale through the season and
has become a natural born defender displaying great strength and courage on a regular basis.
Dylan has a great attitude and is an entertaining member of the team.
Amber Durant - Amber has worked hard all season in defence and midfield. Amber has also
managed to bag some good goals contributing to the 81 goals we have accumulated this
season. Well done Amber.
Hannah Deradour - Hannah has given her all this season providing a solid performance in
defence and midfield, her attitude to the game has been great keeping the team going in
difficult games. Well done Hannah a solid performance.
Bethany Gurton - Bethany’s confidence has really grown throughout the season and her skill
level has improved with every game. Bethany has worked hard in midfield and has a lightening
pace was has proved to be a great asset when caught at the wrong end of the pitch on a
counter attack.
Charlotte Gurney - Charlotte has given 110% all season, there is not a blade of grass
untrodden when Charlotte is on the pitch. Charlotte is great all round player and her goal tally
of 34 goals in 14 appearances and second top goal scorer in the league is testament to her
hard work.
Olivia Banks - Livi, a great attacker with an incredible left foot, Livi has been known to score
from the half way line. Livi has worked hard all season and managed to score 24 goals in her
13 appearances. Good work Livi.
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St Albans City Youth Under 11’s Girls South
Caitlin 'Lightning Run' Watkins, Has improved the most this year with her boundless energy,
committed enthusiasm to chasing down and winning that ball and scoring 4 brilliant goals to boot. If
your running with the Watkins, you'd better run fast!
Jasmine 'The Dedicated' Price, This year's top goal scorer with 17 goals, surpassing last year's tally,
this girl never gives less than 100% always evident from the very red cheeks at the end of every match.
Dedication, effort and a goal fest in one zippy package.
Nicole 'No Nonsense' Plumb, A talented and strong midfielder and one not to mess with!! Boots of
steel and a sturdy attitude to match. Pulling out 6 great goals as well makes this girl a great addition to
our team.
Grace 'Swifty Skills' Oldman, With rapid pace and some neat skills to match this girl is an valuable
asset to our team. Fast, skilful and always there scoring 4 impressive goals makes Ms Oldman a tricky
little one to beat!
Jessica 'Brick Wall' Lees, Not many can break down the mighty defensive wall of the Lees
PowerHouse. Scoring 2 good goals and preventing us conceding many more with her defensive
strength. A great will to protect makes Ms Lees a force to be feared!
Zoe 'Wonder Kick' Cowan, Last year's Player of the Year who has maintained her impressive run. A
midfield Master possessing a great all round football knowledge and a wicked right foot that has scored
us many a cheeky goal and a total of 13 goals this season. Skilful, talented and clever.
Lucy 'Peaceful Protector' Schalkwyk, Our secret weapon. Don't be fooled by the quiet, innocent air.
Much gained in confidence and ability this year with her improved defensive skills and also a nifty little
goalie too ( special commendation for using her face to make saves as well as her hands)
Katie 'Safe Hands Smiler' Hamm, Another much improved player scoring an impressive 4 goals.
Always smiling, swift in pace with a new found hunger for seeking out and winning that ball makes Ms
Hamm a fabulous team player. Has also made some incredible saves during her time as goalie.
Nicole 'The Terrier' Foley, Keeping up with the nippy terrier that is the Foley is a hard task. A
defensively sound and sturdy player who is quick thinking and will not give up easily, a fabulous addition
to our team.
Mia 'The Power' Clark, Our new girl. Strong, forceful and defensively robust makes Ms Clark a
wonderful player for our team. She has a dynamite right foot that has cleared many a ball in our favour,
as well as scoring us a fabulous goal, keep it up Mia.
Many thanks to the efforts of our coaches Nicola and Hannah who provide us with great training
sessions and who are much liked by all the team.
Finally, thanks to our team delegate Ben Ross for always being there, helping out with match duties
and encouraging the girls at every match. Thank you for your continued support.
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St Albans City Youth Under 11 East (Yellow and Blue)
Aiden Smith - East Yellow’s captain Aiden has played in a central midfield position this season, his positional awareness
and reading of the game continues to be his strength. He has led his team well, showing determination and hard work.
He uses great decision making in his forward play. Always looking to include his teammates though effective passing and
off the ball runs, when in possession he utilises his quick feet to take on the opposition. Aiden times his tackles well,
stealing possession without a fuss and coolly distributing the ball.
Alessandro Di Trolio - Alessandro is a very hard working, diligent, committed and cool-headed individual who has played
in a very effective central midfield three this season. He uses his height and strength well, is brave in the challenge and
his determined attitude and calmness on the ball has a very positive affect on the team. Alessandro’s hold up play is
superb and is in fact essential in keeping possession. He has listened and developed really well in training this season
and his range of passing has really added to his overall game.
Alexander Kirton - Alex joined the team at the beginning of this season. He slotted in brilliantly and looks like he’s been
playing with the team forever. He is strong-minded, physically strong, determined, and brave in the challenge. He is
focused and is developing well in a defensive position. He has created a very good partnership with his co-defenders,
covering in behind, giving them the confidence to close down the play. Alex is fast across the ground and makes that lastditch tackle that you thought wasn’t possible! He is Skillful on the ball and loves to take on the opposition.
Alexander Raudnitz - This season Alexander has played in goal for the team – what a revelation. He remains really
enthusiastic with bundles of energy and ideas. His ability on the ball gives an added dimension at the back as he develops
into a great ‘sweeper-keeper’. He has made some exceptional saves at vital times this season – he gives his defenders
and midfielders the confidence to be able to play out of defence. He is not the tallest goalkeeper, but makes up for this
with great leaping ability, immense bravery in the air and at the feet of oncoming attackers. He trains well and continues
to grow in confidence. Alexander is a real character loved by the team.
Charlie Battle - Charlie has been a stalwart of the central midfield. His natural touch and low centre of gravity makes him
very difficult to knock off the ball. His technical ability is enhanced by his positional awareness and as he grows in
confidence this will only continue to improve with coaching and more match play. He is brave in the tackle, determined in
his play and shows great vision when on the ball, slicing through the opposition with pinpoint passing. He has scored
some quite superb goals this year; more importantly they have been true team goals.
Daniel Gant - Daniel has had an excellent season. He gives the team options in both wide areas and offensive positions.
He is stronger and more determined and this has really helped his overall game. He is very Skillful on the ball, full of tricks
and is always looking to take on the opposition. Daniel is very exciting to watch and has scored some amazing goals this
season. Importantly he now gets his head up, looking to make the ‘killer pass’ into a better-positioned teammate. He has
really impressed with his commitment to training and continues to show great development as a player. He works hard
for the team and is a well-liked member of the squad.
Dominic Burgess - Dominic continues to show great enthusiasm. He has played the vast majority of games in goal this
season, making some quite outstanding saves. He is an excellent goalkeeper, who is an excellent shot stopper! He is
strong, determined and very brave – he wants to win and this desire is infectious throughout the team. His strength at the
back gives his defenders confidence – knowing they have his vocal and technical support. On occasions Dominic has
also played outfield showing the same commitment levels.
Finlay Killner - Finlay has played in a very effective central midfield three this season. He is a very hard working, diligent,
committed individual who wears his heart on his sleeve. He’s become the ‘no-nonsense’ midfield enforcer welcoming the
opposition to the game. He uses his positional awareness and explosive speed to great affect, closing down the
opposition, shutting down attacking situations and breaking up the play. His passing ranges have continued to improve
this season, Finlay is always looking to bring his teammates into the game, setting up attacks with threaded balls often
leading to team goals.
Finlay Tetlow - Finlay has continued to improve over the season. He has grown in stature, strength and confidence into
a very skillful individual. Either playing in central or wide midfield positions, or leading the line up front, his pure
determination and desire to win the ball pay off as he is ever more involved in the game. Finlay has an engine and will
keep running and running for his teammates – always looking for that half a yard of space to exploit. Fin has trained
exceptionally well this season and he is a well-liked member of the squad.
Finlay Thomas - At times this season Finlay has shown flashes of brilliance, his feet move so quickly that he has left the
defenders in knots. Playing in wide right or left midfield positions, he uses his quick feet and trickery to beat the opposition
and get in behind the defence. Finlay has grown both in confidence and technical ability and has scored some quite
unbelievable goals this season – some from almost impossible angles! A well-liked member of the team, Finlay will prove
to be a huge threat to any side he faces next season.
Freddie Laycock - Freddie joined the team at the beginning of this season. He has grown in confidence throughout this
year and is developing into a brilliant forward. Defenders find his pace devastating as he either drives at them with the
ball, or works hard out into the channels to receive the angled longer pass. He finds himself in great positions and his
finishing has got better and better as the season has progressed. Freddie always works hard in training, listens and
improves on an almost weekly basis. Freddie is a well-liked member of the team.
Harry Jenkins - Harry has gone from strength to strength again this season. Despite having breathing difficulties this
season, he has shown immense courage to continue when most would have given up. He is quick, strong and vocal. He
leads from the back and has been a massive character in the team – organising the players in front of him. He is absolute
in his commitment, determination and focus to win the ball is inspirational. Technically Harry has shown huge improvement
– often leaving the attackers wondering where the ball is as he tackles & then performs a cheeky drag-back before passing
out of defence.
Henry Cox - Henry joined the team at the beginning of this season and slotted into a defensive position using his strength,
speed and commitment to great affect. He has a steely determination, and ‘never-say-die’ attitude, which will continue to
serve him well. He is mentally strong and goes into every tackle expecting to win. On occasions this season he has played
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St Albans City Youth Under 11 East (Yellow and Blue) Continued
in a more advanced role to good effect, causing the opposition defenders problems with his surging runs. Henry is always
committed in training; he actively listens and puts the sessions into practice. Henry is a well-liked member of the team.
Iestyn Toley - This season Iestyn has played in goal for the team, making some quite superb saves. He is a very talented
goalkeeper, who is a brilliant shot stopper! When on his game he shows great bravery and commitment in the challenge.
His athleticism allows gives him the opportunity to reach shots that he has no right to reach! He has trained very well this
season and continues to grow in confidence. His distribution has improved dramatically over the season. He’s a well-liked
personality within the team – cheeky with a great sense of humour!
Jack Jacobs - Jack has played in a very effective central midfield three and in a more advanced wide position this season.
He is a very hard working, diligent and committed individual who loves to surge forward and take on the opposition. He
listens and works hard in training. He is always the first to answer questions, offer his ideas and opinions. His enthusiasm
for the game and his teammates ensures he is an intrinsic part of the squad. He is tenacious in the tackle and always
offers positive support for his teammates. In addition Jack contributes with loads of goals from the midfield.
Jack Raffo - Jack has played in a variety of positions this season and always gives 100% wherever asked to play.
Throughout this season he has continued to develop well as a player. His confidence growth has enabled him to start to
use his ability, touch and technique to great effect. Either as part of the midfield or in advanced positions, Jack loves to
get involved, make tackles, win the ball and then loves to take on defenders as he surges forward. He has listened and
trained well this season and has improved as a direct result.
Jamie Hilton - Jamie Hilton is a polite and well-mannered individual off the pitch. Step over that white line and he is a
terrier. His pace causes the opposition so many problems, his low centre of gravity and unbelievable strength make him
difficult to knock off the ball – in fact this combination means that Jamie has won the most penalties for the team. Always
getting between the defender and the ball, Jamie draws the foul or scores the goal or crosses to his teammate. Playing
in a wide midfield role or in an attacking role, he is a well-respected, well-liked member of the team.
Joseph Stone - Joe can play in a central midfield role, an attacking midfield role or out in the channels. His touch and
technique offer the team a different perspective. Having listened intently and worked very hard in training Joe has started
to develop into a real midfield talent. He loves to drive forward, using his close control and tricky feet to take on the
defenders, selflessly finding pinpoint through balls or that ‘killer pass’. However, if there is no pass on, he remains calm
and can be seen to strike the ball sweetly into the top right hand corner of the goal from 30 yards! Joe is fun to have
around and is a well-liked member of the team
Josh Hills - Josh joined the team at the beginning of this season and has shown great improvement over the season. He
has grown in stature, strength and confidence. His endeavour, determination and tenacity are a very useful combination
to have in a team environment. Josh loves to get involved, make tackles and win the ball – his pure desire to win back
possession and turn it into attack is admirable. Josh plays in defence or in the midfield, has trained exceptionally well this
season and is a well-liked member of the squad.
Nico Mohan - Nico has played as our attack midfielder this season. He has natural ball control; his touch and technique
continues to develop and improve. This season his determination and desire to get to the ball, hold up the play, bring in
his on-rushing midfielders then turn and find attacking space has been a revelation. He is a true team member fighting for
his teammates, often playing with his back to goal, but always prepared to make an angled forward run (whilst avoiding
the offside trap). He has scored some absolute belters this year – long may it continue! He is a great asset to the team.
Orlando Cummins - Orlando has lovely touch and technique. He plays effectively in wide and forward positions, uses
his strength and likes to take on the opposition and either get in behind the defense or cut in and shoot - he has a very
sweet right foot and has scored some wonderful goals this season! Orlando is a well-liked member of the squad and trains
well with his teammates. He is full of enthusiasm, ideas and energy, which positively rubs off on the team.
Sammy Gosine - As East Blue’s captain Sammy has played in a very effective central midfield three this season. He has
shown great leadership, always positive, always encouraging, always hard working and always fully committed. Sammy
is the type of player that all teams need. He continues to have a never say die attitude and will somehow make that last
ditch tackle that you thought wasn’t possible. Sammy enables the other midfielders to play with the confidence that if they
lose the ball – it wont be for long! His terrier like attitude and positive mentality makes him a natural leader.
Tom Merritt - Tom is a well-respected member of the squad. Although he hasn’t played as many games this season (due
to his commitments to the district), when he does play it is with high energy, high intensity and always for his teammates.
Tom has a sweet right foot and is an attack minded player who has played as part of the central midfield three, or in wide
midfield positions or occasionally upfront. His awareness and movement off the ball makes him a constant threat, his
range of passing is superb and is always looking to make the ‘killer pass’. He has been fully committed in training, putting
learning into practice. Tom is valued member of the team.
Thomas Simon - Thomas Simon is now an established member of the team. He has trained well this year and developed
into a determined, hard working, passing midfielder; who can score amazing goals! Thomas shows great enthusiasm
when playing for his team, always looking to play for his teammates. He is the type of player that can see a pass, select
a pass and more often than not opens up the opposition defences. He is also willing to make the ‘off the ball’ run, to try
and create space in behind or angel his run to accept a through pass. Thomas is a well-liked member of the team.
Tommy Wilson - Tommy joined the team at the beginning of this season. He has a cultured right foot and plays as part
of a defensive back three. Alternatively he can provide the team with essential width and often creates great attacking
opportunities with some high balls and brilliant crosses into the box. Tommy shows great enthusiasm when playing for
his team; he is fully committed to training, listens and looks to put his training into action. He has good technical ability,
quick feet and an eye for a pass, Tommy is a well-liked member of the team.
William Austin - Will has shown real maturity this season, which has had a very positive impact on his game. Always
committed in training, he actively listens putting the sessions into practice. His concentration levels are excellent, as is
his decision making. Will is a hard working, committed, tough tackling individual who always remains calm under pressure.
He has created a very good partnership with his co-defenders, covering in behind, giving them the confidence to close
down the play. Will is fast across the ground and makes that last-ditch tackle that you thought wasn’t possible!
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St Albans City Youth Under 11 West
The boys finished this season playing some of their best football in the last 4 years. The final game
being 0-3 down, yet the boys still showed strength of character to turn this around and win 4-3. Over
the season they have beaten some great opposition, culminating in reaching the County Cup Semi
Final, losing narrowly to the eventual winners.
The boys have grown in statue on the field, now playing with confidence from goalkeeper through
defence, midfield and eventual attack. It has been a pleasure to watch this team play like they have all
season, and to see goals scored that would have been a welcome addition to any seen on Match of the
Day.
Thanks go to our sponsor Jamie’s Italian and the fantastic support from parents who have encouraged
the boys to play entertaining football each week.
Graydon Orchard: Superb all season, great decision maker, and a commanding presence in both goal
and outfield. He will be missed next season.
Jake Clarke: New to the team this season, but quickly established his left footed talent to stop anyone
coming down our flanks. Great company as well, and always regarded highly by the team..
Sam Tillin: Another great season, growing in confidence as part of the defensive set up. Works hard
to win his place on the team under added parental pressure, but always delivers what is expected.
Charlie Haywood: A fantastic defender, fast feet that have stopped many attacks in their tracks, and
turned play to our advantage. Making the move to rugby next season, and will be missed by the team.
Andrew Gentle: Worked hard all season and was a real thorn in the side of every opposition we faced.
Combative in every position, and I look forward to seeing more of the same next season.
Charlie Mumford: Scored some absolute screamers this year, finding his position in attack where he
could run at defenders and let fly with his powerful right boot.
Jonathan Lee: Speed and balance give Jonathan the edge over every opposition. He has helped
position the team as the force they are now. Another loss next season to the oval ball.
Huw Dawson: Captain Fantastic every game he played. District football meant Huw was often match
tied this season, but when available always made a massive impact on the game.
Luke Roberts: Superb every game he played, never giving up inspiring all around him to fight until the
last minute whatever the score. Luke combined District football with some our greatest goals.
Mark Lake: New to the team this season, but a great addition. Always calm on the ball, taking on
opposition and scoring some cracking goals in many games. He will only get better.
Jack Cullen: The football dynamo who tore through opposition every game, scoring at will, and leaving
every other team manager asking how he has not turned professional. He will be a big loss.
Cormac O’Halloran: New this season, a natural defender who chased down every ball with ability and
determination to tackle hard. Scored a goal of the season contender. Another loss next year.
Joe Panesse: New this season, but wow what a finish to the season. His strength, size, and football
brain put him way ahead of many of his age. Another potential loss to the oval ball next year.
Tristan Barrie: New this season, but with pedigree from an ex-professional footballing dad. He took to
the team with ease, using his ability to run, pass, and score some great goals
Special mention to; Tomas Robertsson, Ben Hockling, Ben Wick, Elliot Pate, Aidan Walsh, Jack
Carmichael, Max Emmett Thomas Randall, and Lucas Osborn who have all been involved in the
team during County Cup and Festivals, all playing a considerable part in our ongoing development and
success.
Jack Goldsmith (Coach) who has installed footballing discipline and a winning mentality into each and
every player.
Chris Tillin: Manager
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St Albans City Youth Under 11’s Central
This season brought a lot of new challenges with the step up to 9 a side, bigger goals, longer games
and the introduction of the offside rule (for players and parents alike). With several players new to team
football, there has been a steep learning curve. To their credit, Central maintained their position in
Division 2 of the MHRML and were rarely outplayed but often outscored as good possession didn’t
always translate into goals scored.
Ben Isaacs (19 appearances) A new addition to the team, “Ben I” fits the mould of a traditional centrehalf and has operated as the rock in the heart of the defence. Ben reads the game well and has made
countless timely interceptions.
Ben Sheppard (14 appearances, 3 goals) Another new addition to the team, “Ben S” has played in a
variety of roles, shown some good touches and contributed some well taken goals.
Ben Wick (8 appearances, 1 goal) When not otherwise engaged with the District team, Ben has slotted
in well and played with a lot of energy and determination up and down the field.
Benjamin Maher (16 appearances, 5 goals) Benjamin has performed admirably on the occasions he
has helped out in defence and chipped in with a few assists and fine goals along the way.
Daragh Gallagher (18 appearances, 8 goals) Daragh has stepped up to the plate this season with
several star player performances. He has shown his quality by getting forward and grabbing some goals
but also by chasing back and making goal saving tackles.
Elliot Pate (2 appearances) Elliot continued where he left off with some decent performances at the
start of the season. He has continued to train with the team, whilst playing a key part in a successful
District season.
Katie Weaver (18 appearances, 1 goal) Katie has competed well this season and outdone the boys on
more than one occasion. Katie is a ball winner, good with both feet and having gone close a few times
grabbed her first goal to help secure a rare victory.
Massimo Iovane (16 appearances, 5 goals) Massimo has good natural heading ability and used this
to good effect in the opposition box. He has made himself heard all season and clearly enjoyed the
goals he has scored.
Max Tym (16 appearances, 13 goals) Max made an immediate impact with 2 goals on his debut. He
has been unplayable on occasions and continued to plough a speedy line down the right wing,
contributing further goals and assists.
Sean McMullen (Goalkeeper, 20 appearances) Sean has probably had more to do between the sticks
this season, than the previous 2 seasons combined! He has put in several star player performances
and was badly missed on the one occasion he was unavailable.
Thomas Coulling (17 appearances, 7 goals) Thomas has lead the line well in attack and been
unfortunate not to score more goals. There have been a number of occasions that he has beaten the
defence, shot past the keeper only to see the ball drift just wide.
Wasim Boksh (21 appearances) Wasim has been the team’s only ever present and has grown in
confidence through the season. His defensive attributes have been complemented by an increasing
propensity to not only win the ball but retain possession and turn defence into attack. A bit more
composure will see key contributions at both ends of the field.
Zahid Nasser (15 appearances) Zahid has been denied his favourite position in right midfield and taken
on a more central role. He has put in his most eye catching displays when filling in at centre back,
making timely interceptions, finding time on the ball and playing the ball out intelligently with good linkup play.
Zakaria Mrabate (18 appearances) Zak has continued in his defensive role and maintained admirable
discipline through the course of the season, steadily improving his positional play in the 9 a side game.
He ably demonstrated his adaptability by playing one game with two left boots.
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St Albans City Youth Under 12s Girls
I’m really pleased to say that the 2014/15 season has been our most successful to date.
We have just been crowned League Champions we were also runners-up in the final of the County
Cup, only losing on penalties after a fantastic performance.
The results have been excellent and the play has been a real pleasure to watch all season with some
scintillating football that has swept away the opposition on occasion with the resulting scores resembling
netball more than football!
Mariona Horne-Batet - Maz is one of the three originals in the team, having played with us since U7’s.
Blessed with two good feet, great touch and excellent vision Maz has the ability to change games and
score wonder goals.
Katie Holder - Returning from a long-term injury last year Katie is one of the longest serving players in
the team. Her mobility has improved as the season has gone on as has her fitness. Katie’s goal scoring
is prolific, bagging a remarkable 6 in one game, and she is easily on course to become the league’s top
scorer
Jess Simpson - A lightning fast right winger, good with both feet Jess has torn defences apart all
season. At least 90% of the assists have come from her tantalising right foot cross. Jess has improved
vastly this season. Once known as the ballerina on the pitch she is now adding some steely
determination to her play and on occasions even heads the ball .Why they all call her ‘Chubs’ no one
knows!!
Ava Saunders - Ava is a new addition to the team joining us at the beginning of the season. A brave,
strong and determined defender, Ava has become more confident on the pitch as she has experienced
more game time. Comfortable at either right or left back she has been a good addition to the squad.
Georgia
A - Determined, intelligent reader of the game Georgia is the team’s only true left
footer. She also very versatile and has the ability to play in any position although her real strengths lie
in defence and she is a stalwart of our back three.
Laura Gifford - The undisputed engine of the U12’s and one of the twins in the team Laura is always
involved in everything the team does from defending to attacking. Without question Laura has won more
tackles this season than any other player and gives her all in every match. The difference this season
is that Laura has now developed the passing and goal scoring parts of her game to compliment her
undoubted defensive qualities.
Maisie Grayland - Another new member of the team, Maisie is another defensive specialist. Although
right footed she has stepped into the left back position and made it her own. Blessed with a superb
throw Maisie has also really developed her passing skills this year.
Anna Gifford - Our other twin in the team Anna couldn’t be more different to Sister Laura in appearance
and playing style. Smaller in stature than her sister Anna is nonetheless pacy, determined, skilful and
never shirks a challenge. She has incredible stamina and never stops running and closing the
opposition down. Her speed is also a real asset when she plays out on the right wing.
Sophie Veal - ‘Athletic’, ‘brave’, ‘agile’ and ‘determined’ are just a few words that sum up our
goalkeeper. Sophie is a true match saver who consistently makes eye catching saves and is someone
the team can rely on as the last line of defence. Given the chance she’s also a talented centre forward
and has picked up a number of goals this season when let loose from her gloves.
Sian Watson - In her first season with us. Sian is one of our most versatile players and a very important
member of the team. She has played in every position this season (with the exception of goalkeeper)
and has shown she can adapt to them all. When given the chance loves to run with the ball and attack
defences. Although she looks like butter wouldn’t met in her mouth she possesses a real steely
character and a gritty determination to win.
Ellie Flynn - Ellie is one of the news girls in the team and has fitted in superbly; she is also one of our
most improved players. Having played in most positions she has now made the right back berth her
own. Not only does she read the game will and supports others she is now linking well with midfield
when the team moves forward. Ellie is also one of the keenest to learn new techniques and one of our
best headers of the ball. Don’t ask her to play on the left though.
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St Albans City Youth Under 12s North
After two previous seasons of contrasting fortunes, 2014-15 has seen the North finish the season in mid table –
after a brilliant run of performances and victories around Christmas time promised to see us make a title challenge.
During the season we have introduced a few new players, and have started to see us develop a pattern of play
and a team shape that everyone is starting to understand, and that has at times seen us blow other teams off the
park. Injuries, suspensions and international call-ups have taken their toll in the latter half of the season, but we’re
all very happy with the progress that has been made and we anticipate a very successful transition to the 11 a-side
game next year.
Kit Rainford - A member of our team since the age of 7, Kit has continued to grow as our last line of defence.
Again this season Kit’s performances have helped earn us points, in a team that occasionally focuses on simply
outscoring the opposition!
Max Robertson - In his first season with the team, Max has already developed into an important member of our
team, cementing a position on the right side of our defence. A dogged, determined right-back who has really
developed this season.
Myles Donkin - In his first season with us, Myles has proved versatile in a number of positions throughout the
spine of our team. Blessed with two good feet, commanding in the air and a great reader of the game, in recent
months Myles has become our first choice centre back in what has been an excellent season for him.
Max Varney - A veteran of our team – having been with us since our original under 8s team – Max has shown his
versatility in a number of defensive and midfield positions. Our only natural left-sided player, he has proved
especially valuable this season when played on the left side of our defence.
Dan Ludwig - Team vice-captain, and another player who has been with us since he was 7. Dan is one of our
most versatile players, and has transitioned from a central defensive role into more of a right-sided midfield rolebut with the ability to play in most places on the park.
Jack Geldard - Another new recruit for this season, Jack’s pace and athleticism has seen him play in both central
defence and midfield, although he can also operate very effectively on the right side of midfield. A good reader of
the game and a keen learner, Jack can look back at a very successful first season with St Albans City Youth.
Eli Slocombe - Eli joined us half way through the season, and is one of our more tricky, technical players. Although
small in stature Eli doesn’t shirk from a challenge, and almost scored with his first touch on his debut in a friendly.
Ollie Merriden - One of our most improved players this season, Ollie has proved particularly effective on the left
side of our midfield, with his tenacity, good first touch and eye for a goal. An intelligent player who has contributed
to some of our best performances this season.
Tom Griffiths - Another versatile player, Tom has played in both full back positions, and in a number of roles
across midfield. Intelligent and hard-working, Tom has continued his development this year and will enjoy the
transition to the 11 a side game next year.
Charlie Barnett - Another of our original squad, Charlie has the ability to play in any position along the right hand
side of the pitch. From originally being a fast, direct attacking old-fashioned winger, Charlie has also shown a lot of
promise when he has been asked to fill in at right back.
Harvey Connor - Hard tackling, uncompromising flame-haired midfielder –a Billy Bremner for the modern age.
Harvey brings both power and technical ability to our midfield, and is trusted with the majority of our dead-ball
situations, including penalties.
Thomas McLoughlin - Another new player this season, Thomas has brought enthusiasm and energy to the team
when called upon. Thomas enjoyed a baptism of fire, making his debut against the Hertfordshire County Cup
champions.
Thomas Cooper - Captain and the creative heartbeat of our team. Naturally two footed, Thomas plays with great
passion, weaving our play together – turning defence to attack in a nanosecond. Thomas will relish the wide open
spaces of the 11 aside format next season.
Freddie Radovanovic - One of our most technically gifted players, some of our most impressive performances
this season our have seen Freddie combine with his attacking colleagues to overwhelm teams. Again, one of our
most improved performers this season, and a gifted footballer.
Freddie Collins - Natural goalscorer, and another player who has been with us since our team’s inception.
Comfortable on either his left or his right, Freddie has benefitted from our team’s ability to hit teams on the break –
often popping up with decisive goals.
Marcus Cunnington - Another one of our original squad, Marcus continues to be one of our main attacking threats.
Playing this season either as centre forward or an attacking midfielder, Marcus has been integral to some of our
best attacking performances of the season.
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St Albans City Youth Under 12’s South
A fantastic season has seen the team go on tour during Easter taking Great Yarmouth by storm, winning
the tournament along with the fair play award. The boys then followed this success up by going on and
winning their own league. We are the Champs!!
Samuel Pollard - Samuel has worn the number 1 shirt referred to as the hardest position in the team
for 7 years and has proved that games are not just won by putting the ball in the net but by keeping it
out of the net. A great reaction shot stopper and a penalty save specialist. Shame he’s a United fan.
Samuel Doidge - Sam is our regular right back but is versatile enough to also play in midfield when
needed. Despite being more defensively minded he still gets forward to support our attacking play and
puts in some lovely crosses from the right hand side, normally for Ollie or Tom to head home.
Sammy Johnston - Sammy is one of two new additions to the team this season joining the squad from
Lemsford. He has slotted in straight away to the left back position and you would think he has always
been there. Not the tallest but very fast, very strong and very, very hard to get past. What a signing.
Jake Fleming - Jake has been magnificent in the heart of our defence this season. His strength on the
ball and his surging runs forward have turned defence into attack within the blink of an eye. When
pushed into midfield he also comes up with a few goals too, in fact four in one game. Have it Jake.
Tom Dodd - Tom is the player in the team that holds the centre of the park together for the Saints. He
is a strong, skilful player who is great in the air but also has a sweet left foot that has seen many free
kicks and long range shots curling into the top corner. 21 goals this season is not a bad return Dodsy.
Dan Eaves - Dan is the team’s most versatile player who slots into any position on the pitch, just as
well as he has played nearly every position. He is strong defensively but also has the skills to dazzle
his opponents going forward, with the ability to use both feet. Eavo scores a few goals as well.
Louis Baker-Madec - Louis is the more attacking half of our midfield engine. He has a fantastic turn of
pace and good dribbling skills that have been feared by all our opponents for many years. His goal tally
for the Saints is 144 after scoring another 37 times this season. That’s why his Baker-Messi.
Connor Robinson - Connor is the second of our new additions this season making the switch from
Lemsford. He is another versatile player who is comfortable playing in both defence and midfield whic h
has proved so valuable to the Saints throughout the season. He tells me his good at golf too.
Will Baynham – Will’s mainly been playing in the number 10 position this season. A strong player with
a great first touch, he has mastered holding up the ball until the reinforcements arrive, then a precise
pass often results in a goal. He’s also notched a few good goals himself, and his dad still looks hot!!
Ollie Seeby - Ollie returned to the Saints after a big summer move. His faultless performances week in
week out has often been the difference between the South winning and losing. A skilful player, a dead
ball specialist and the South’s top goal scorer with 42 goals including 4 hatricks. Super Seeby
Cillian Webb - Cillian is the teams little magician. His pace, close ball control and supersonic runs down
both the wings leave opposition fans and players just looking on in amazement. Yet another good goal
tally for Cillian this season with 20 and what about that rocket volley, take that.
Mark Allan - Mark’s excellent season was unfortunately cut short after breaking his ankle during a
match. He’s since proved to be our lucky mascot, cheering the team on in Yarmouth and whilst winning
the league. We can’t wait for Marky Mark to get his boots back on and playing again for the South.
William Brown - Will’s another summer signing, switching from the Central side to join his school mates
at the South. He has settled in very quickly and proved to be a midfield dynamo that’s always seen
chasing down the opposition forcing mistakes. What about that headed goal to Browny, a bullet.
Ollie Townsend - Ollie T has had another good season with the South team. A naturally more
defensively minded player he has mainly been used on the left and right hand side of defence, but has
shown he is also able to sure up the midfield when needed called upon to do so.
Orson Campos - Orson is comfortable playing in both midfield and attack and will always present
opposition players with problems whenever he runs down the wing. A big sigh of relief by all was heard
miles away when Orson finally burst the back of the net and scored that well deserved goal.
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St Albans City Youth Under 12 East
We've had a rocky season this year. Despite the ups and downs lads have always
turns up with our smile on their faces!
Jamie Carrick - Outstanding Keeper, a real life saver in tight situations.
Emerson Smith - Natural Leader, who guides and supports his team mates on and
off the pitch. Loves a little sing-a-long before a game!
Dylan Winfield - Solid defender who isn't afraid to get stuck in. Also loves he's
dancing!
Mustaqim Boksh - Quickest defender I've seen, a dedicated player who's come along
way this year.
William Bennet - Despite some negativity, he's had some great games this year!
James Barwick - Very loud on the pitch! Supportive and encouraging towards he's
team mates.
Fin Pile - Very composed on the ball, has the ability to pick a pass out of nowhere.
Josh Killick - Joker of the team! Keeps us laughing and smiling.
Benjamin Heeley - Very Skillful player, has shown a lot of promise this year.
Jack Jennings - Most improved player this year, trains hard in training and puts in
extra work in his spare time.
Diego Pazaram - A pleasure to coach, most disciplined player I've had. He's attitude
and work rate is an example of how football should be played.
Nasir Zaman - Incredible composure on the ball. Has natural talent in the midfield
area.
Ted Park - Very nifty on the ball, can create magic on the pitch.
Morgan Jones - Another new addition to the squad this year. Got sent to the sand
box a couple times this year but apart from that he's been a pleasure to coach.
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St Albans City Youth Under 12 Central
CENTRAL U11 and WEST U11 merged over the summer to form CENTRAL U12 playing in Div 2 of
the WHYL.
Bringing two established sets of players together, most of whom have played together for 4 or 5
years, has been a challenge but after a poor start, results started to improve in the new year as the
boys started to bond and form a real team spirit, leaving us feeling very positive for the new season.
Joe Moss - a goalkeeper who is lightening off his line and brave coming for the ball instilling confidence
at the back. Also plays outfield, typically on the left side of defence where he uses his speed to make it
difficult for opponents to pass.
Ben Sommerbauer - an excellent left footed defender who uses his determination to win every tackle
and break out from the back. Also an excellent goalkeeper, happily providing cover when needed.
Matthew Roome - killer striker of the ball from anywhere on the pitch, with great positional awareness
and body strength to get himself in a position to get a shot away at every opportunity.
Luke Hill – a sound combination of speed and strength make him a tricky customer to deal with when
he is tearing up the field.
Rob Brown – a hard working central defender who is reliable and difficult to beat. Rob distributes the
ball well and leads the defensive unit by great example.
Adam Bahouss - speed is something Adam has in abundance, bursting behind the defence when on
the attack and tracking back quickly when needed in defence.
Jonathan Hargreaves - Greavsie has a power packed left foot which when caught sweet could rip the
net. Great at finding space and laying off a quick simple pass to keep an attack flowing.
Elliot Smith - cool under pressure and cool on the ball, Elliot is one of Centrals most consistent players
who can always be relied upon due to his ability to read the game as it unfolds around him.
Joe Cussans – left footed speedster who is a real threat with the ball at his feet. Also shows great
potential as a left sided defender either as a wing back or holding midfielder.
Angelo Calatrava - two footed, rock solid and rock hard, Angelo has power in abundance with the
strongest tackle and the strongest shot in the team. Solid in defence but can also be real threat around
the edge of the area.
Joshua Penning – determined, hard-working midfielder with an engine like a tank and a fantastic all
round attitude whether it be the warm up, training, or the game itself. Leads by example and captain
material if only he was a bit mouthier.
Louis Johnston – plays a range of positions, showing great strength in the tackle and when distributing
/ striking a dead ball. Developing really well into a strong and brave centre back, who likes to get
forwards for free kicks and corners.
Matty Bleakley - Matty hurtles through opponents leaving destruction in his path, twisting and turning,
taking his opponents out of the game and creating space for his team mates. Just needs to learn to
release the ball sooner if a team mate has a better opportunity.
Alex Sommerbauer – Centrals powerhouse. Alex is passionate, determined and fearless with the
speed to make a last ditch tackle or burst through the middle on the break. An invaluable member of
the squad.
Dan Hussain – a versatile player who is comfortable playing left or right in attack or defence. Dan is
good in all positions, with a great attitude, who simply wants to play.
Joe Scragg – a goalkeeper who is big, strong and a super shot stopper. Joe’s distribution is excellent,
a great asset when playing outfield as well as in goal. Joe will develop into a fine keeper with some
work on his agility.
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St Albans City Youth Under 12’s Orient
The boys have had their best ever season this year. They reached their first ever League Cup Final
missing out narrowly on penalties. They enjoyed a fantastic experience putting in a fine performance in
the George Walker Trophy at Clarence Park. The boys have turned up week in week out and tried to
play a good brand of passing football and their efforts were rewarded through ending up champions of
their division. Thanks to the parents for their continued support of the team, and most of all well done
to the boys we are proud of their achievements and look forward to continuing to develop as a team
next season. Rob, Steve and Thana.
Samuel Beasley – An athletic midfield powerhouse who leads by example, who has contributed with
some great performances and plenty of cool finishes.
Daniel Breeze - A ferocious striker of the ball has created goals through some great set piece delivery.
Sharing goalkeeping with Logan he has played with assurance effectively turning defence into attack.
Patrick Brown – Another good striker of the ball who has scored some crucial goals and has improved
his passing game.
Kieran Cooke – one of the quieter lads who is an unsung hero of the team. His pace and timing of the
tackle saving the team on many an occasion.
Brendan Donegan – A technically strong player with great feet, who has a knack of being in the right
place at the right time.
James Fontaine – Jamie has a great first touch and mastery of the ball. This aligned with strength and
pace has made him a devastating attacking option.
Oliver Gilmour – A lot of natural talent, with tricks to bamboozle defenders with some dazzling wing
play, scoring some vital goals.
Isaac Hannon – a committed player, strong in the tackle, has really developed his passing, with smart
use of the ball.
Ross Hermon – Our midfield dynamo, his great energy, tackling, bravery and driving runs have been
at the heart of the team’s success.
Joe McCarthy – Joe always gives a 100%, brave in the tackle, adept at reading and dealing with
dangerous opposition attacks on many occasions this season, distributing wisely to turn defence into
attack.
Daniel Sands – He is a versatile team player, who has good first touch and a great passer of the ball.
Makes really intelligent movement off the ball
Oliver Smith – Skillful technical player who likes to express himself. His ability to control and hold the
ball up and vision of pass to bring teammates into the game make him an asset to the team.
Logan Subramanian – A committed player who gives his all to the team. Great tackler winning the ball
for the team, and distributing wisely. Sharing goalkeeping with Daniel B, he is pulled off some great
saves this year.
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St Albans City Youth Under 13s North
The boys have had another good season settling in well to 11 a-side finishing runners
up in WHYL Division 1 and in the Premier League Cup final. A big thank you to our
sponsor Dave Curran of Alban Creations Ltd, Andy Parrett our match delegate, David
Owen & Alun Orde our referees, all the parents for their ongoing support & a special
thank you to our resident coach Brad Bennett.
William Kerslake - Apps 20, Goals 0. Goalkeeper continues to grow between the
sticks great shot stopper and worked hard with his distribution this season.
Tom Carmichael - Apps 19, Goals 1. Really consistent defender, reads the game well
and also versatile able to play in defence and midfield.
Jarvis Wilkins - Apps 20, Goals 5. Joint Team Captain, played most of the season at
right back but able to play in midfield or as striker, strong with great vision and
contributing with some important goals.
Daniel Banerjee - Apps 19, Goals 4. Joined the team this year & settled in really well,
a very accomplished central defender, great in the air scoring a number of headed
goals from corners.
Jamie Armstrong - Apps 13, Goals 1. Another new recruit this season, fantastic left
back very strong defensively and also great going forward.
Hendrik Bochenhauer - Apps 18, Goals 0. Again new to the team this season, strong
and versatile defender able to play across the back settled in well.
Thomas Geller - Apps 18, Goals 4. Holding midfielder who can also play in defence.
An absolute rock in midfield, tireless work rate and very rarely loses a challenge and
also contributes with some important goals.
Sam Mistry - Apps 18, Goals 2. Joined the team this year, very skilful midfielder with
good vision and range of passing, also very versatile able to play anywhere on the
pitch.
Ryan Orde - Apps 18, Goals 17. Joint Captain, attacking midfielder/striker, team’s top
scorer this season and dead ball specialist one of the best free kick takers in the league
and also setting up many goals from corners.
Chris Rowe - Apps 13, Goals 6. Another new joiner, confident midfielder either holding
or attacking, great distribution with an eye for spectacular goals.
Emir Johnston - Apps 18, Goals 1. Versatile midfielder who can also play on the right
or left and also in defence, skilful and good in the air.
Joe Williams - Apps 19, Goals 4. Right/left/central midfielder and can also cover at
full back. Strong in the tackle, fast & skilful with an eye for goal.
Joseph Parrett - Apps 18, Goals 3. New to the team this year, Right or Left wide
midfielder or striker, blistering pace and skill and has really grown in confidence this
season.
Joe Curran - Apps 16, Goals 6. Attacking midfielder or striker, both fast & skilful
scoring some important goals. Joe is leaving the team moving to Dunstable and we
wish him every success with his new team.
James Lawrence - Apps 18, Goals 5. Striker or attacking midfielder, skilful and reads
the game well with ability to set up his fellow players with goal scoring opportunities.
Billy Owen - Apps 15, Goals 13. Main striker fast and skilful who has had an unlucky
season with injuries limiting his time on the pitch, however in spite of this still managed
an impressive goal tally.
2
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St Albans City Youth Under 13 East
West Herts Div 2 (P18, W 11, L 4, D 3, For 47, Against 30, Points 36) The boys exceeded expectations
yet again to earn a 2nd place finish in their division (which was highly competitive). The boys showed a
huge amount of resilience in some tough matches, with some wonderful goals being scored. A huge
thank you to Lawrence Wilson and Gio Rosato for providing coaching support throughout the year – all
boys developed their football as a result of this.
Luca Kershaw – Joined this season and impressed us all with his bravery and amazing shot stopping
capability. We would have lost more games if it wasn’t for Luca.
Sam Lailey – Continuing to improve as a left back, with some essential tackles and blocks to help
protect the goal. An impressive season Sam!
Asher Stevens – Growing in confidence all the time and really starting to relax and enjoy his football.
A strong finish to the season.
Ben Spencer – Captained the team and led by example. A great defender and playmaker, who
selflessly gave up his position in midfield to support the team. A fantastic season for Ben.
Ed Young – A new addition to the squad, who has slotted in to defence well and worked well with Ben
Spencer to provide the solidity required at the back. Well done.
Tristen Edwards – A very pacy right back, who was able to show the flexibility to help out in a number
of positions. Confidence and strength is starting to build up. Can’t wait to see him grow next season.
Matthew Holmes – A solid season from Matthew who continues to develop each year. I will miss his
super personality next season.
Ben Adshead – Started late due to injury but proved himself a powerhouse both in defensive midfield
and (surprisingly) up front. Strong on the ball and has a lethal shot. I’m expecting some spectacular
goals from him next season.
Fazan Uddin – A naturally gifted playmaker, who continues to amaze me with his intricate passing and
understanding of the game. Will be the complete package once he develops his physical game.
Ryan Ward – Has made a valuable contribution in a number of positions this season. Always tries his
best in matches and has shown a great deal of enthusiasm all season. Good luck for next season.
Sam Jackson-Hale – Again, always showed enthusiasm and determination in his first season out of
goal. I could see his confidence increase in the final few games which stands him in good stead for next
season. A great contribution – well done Sam.
James Liu – Has shown the flexibility to play in a number of positions this season and can always be
relied on to get stuck in. Need to work on regaining his confidence, but a naturally gifted footballer who
I know will do well next season.
Carriagh Fennessey – Some really strong performances on the left wing from Carriagh, who loves to
get stuck in. Great partnership formed with Fazan, and I’m expecting more goals from him next season!
Luke Smiith – Has worked really hard to compete for his position on the left wing. Grown in confidence
with each game, and prepared to take anyone on. Great to see such progress being made. Let’s hope
we see even more!
Aaron Peter – A naturally gifted midfielder and goal scorer. His goals (17) made all the difference. If
he grows in physical presence there’ll be no stopping him next season. Can’t wait to see even more
goals!
Bradley Osborn – Very quick on the right wing, and can set the game alight with his blistering runs.
Another player, who if he develops his physical game, will do extremely well next season. A great
contribution with some important goals.
Henry Oliver – Missed a number of games, but has shown in training recently that he getting back to
his best. A natural right winger, who has a vicious shot on him. Can’t wait to see him take on the big
defenders and grow as a footballer next season.
James Knapp – A great team player with a good eye for goal. Has contributed to the success of the
team and now needs to develop his speed and physical presence on the pitch, which I have no doubt
he will do. Well done James!
Swaley Smith – Started the season really well with some crucial goals. A really determined young
player! Again, needs to work on developing his speed and physical presence, which I know he will do!
Good luck next season.
Alfie Lancaster – Played in friendlies, but unable to contribute to league games due to other
commitments. A great character to have in training and has supported the team in their development
on the pitch by being a strong second goalkeeper. Thank you Alfie!22
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St Albans City Youth Under 13 West
The boys continued in the West Herts Youth Sunday League – Div 2 & with the introduction of a number
of new players gave a good account of themselves in a competitive division when the bottom teams
could hold their own against the best in the division.
Jem Andrew - A welcome addition to this year’s squad. A thoughtful and very skilful player who is
capable of playing in midfield but has now made the left back position his own.
Tom Benson - A friendly member of the squad who is able to play in goal or defence. Now enjoying
his rugby he will leave the squad next season and we all wish him well.
Kishan Dhivar - Brings humour to the team but a very likeable member of the squad who may not be
with us next season due to relocation and will be sorely missed both on and off the field by everyone.
Ezra Hattersley - A new player to the squad this season who has shown great individual skill. He will
leave the squad next season and we wish him well.
Adam Johnson - Happiest playing up front but increasingly capable in central defence when required.
A squad stalwart and is fully deserving of the 100 caps recognition for St Alban City Youth.
Edward Johnson - A rock for the team at the centre of defence. Ed will leave us for East who have
been promoted to Div 1 and we wish him well.
James Johnson - A skilful player on pitch but James has helped the team admirably with the
unenviable task of playing in goal. Again we wish James the very best as he will be leaving the squad
next season.
Jack Latter - A skilful and quick player who has played up front this season and contributed with a
handful of goals in a tough division.
Donald Mackay - Another very likeable member of the squad who loves his football and will try to avoid
missing a training session at all costs. Donald has become a reliable defender.
Stefan Martin - Never stops running and now working on his positional sense in the formation. A squad
stalwart and is fully deserving of the 100 caps recognition for St Alban City Youth.
Ben Mehta - Ben is developing all the time and has made some useful contributions in matches this
season. Another off to pastures new next season and we wish him and Raj well.
Scott Redshaw - Developing with every game and will bravely make every tackle. Increasingly working
on his positional game and will only get better and more assured as we go into next season.
Fin Robertson - New to the squad this season Fin has worked hard on his game and adapting to
matches and this effort is now being rewarded.
Will Shepherd - New to the squad this season Will has taken to matches like a duck to water and he
has exciting potential for next season and opportunities to experiment with new positions in the
formation.
William Skinner - Part of the midfield engine room and work tirelessly for the team. At some point he
will be vocal on the pitch and also drive his teammates. Again fully deserving of the 100 caps
recognition.
Matthew Stevens - His pace and intelligence is invaluable to the team and increasingly now using his
strength in defensive battles with the opposition. Not many will outrun Matthew in a sprint …give it a try!
Thomas Tillin - Increasingly confident in goal & like many successful keepers not shy in communicating
to his team mates to help drive them on. Hope we see more of Tom next season as he juggles
commitments.
Ben Wood - New to the team this season Ben is becoming more confident and increasing ability at
training sessions and showing that he is capable in defensive and midfield roles.
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St Albans City Youth Under 13 Orient
This season saw us welcome nine new members, what a fabulous season we've had
achieving 2nd in the league with automatic promotion. I'm so proud and privileged to be
working with such a dedicated group of lads!
Connor Blight – Captain - throughout this season I have watched Connor mature into a great
captain. The strongest midfield player this season.
Louis McNamara - Vice- Captain - Much improved season. Created a few cheeky ad
magnificent goals, key to watching the midfield.
Kai Hobbs - Plays up front, wicked corner kicks. Key to watching and working midfield.
Steadily improved player.
Alex Sharkey - What a cool lad, put a couple of cracking goals away this season, 'out of
boredom' he tells me! When one was disallowed, he only put an identical ball in the net 5
minutes later.
Harry Peter - What a great player. Putting away 30 goals for us this season. Super lad to work
with, wish him well in the future.
Peter Rock (Pocket Rocket, 'the Rock') - Lovely, keen lad, pleasure to work with. Putting away
some great goals this season but stop dancing and keep scoring!
Joe Button - Our little ‘scholesy’, fast, strong and hardworking first season in football. Brilliant
player.
Drey Collarbone - A disciplined player for me this season, grown and improved within the
team. Good lad!
Sam Doughty - Much improved player from the start of the season, growing and maturing into
a strong team player.
Bly Wilding - Our 'twinkle toes'! Strong, hardworking centre back who doesn't mind tiptoeing
a few balls through the midfield straight into the back of the net.
Nicholas Curtis - Strong, versatile player famous for some lovely long range goals. Pleasure
to have on the team.
Alfie Hansard -Scales - Versatile in defence and goal. An excellent player, saving vital goals.
Emmanuel Abu-Sayf - A mature and happy goalkeeper, saved some vital goals from the
opposition. Good team player.
Sean Curran - Cheeky, funny, lovely lad. A new team member who shows willing and promise
to progress into the team.
2
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St Albans City Youth Under 13 Central
A season that promised so much ended in a bit of a whimper. In our first season with St
Albans (save for Finn and Ben) and in the WFL Red division, we got off to a flyer.
We sailed through the early rounds of all of the cups. In the league, after a 3-3 draw at
Whetstone, we swept everyone else aside and were top of the table at Christmas having won
all of other games.
As the pitches got heavier, our passing game suffered a bit and we were occasionally outmuscled by some of the bigger teams. We narrowly lost in the County Cup to Cockfosters in
the 4th round AET, and they went on to win it. In the other cups, we were knocked out on
penalties to Whetstone and Borehamwood in the semi-finals.
In the league, we remained top at Easter but had some difficult games at the death and
eventually ran out of stem with double-headers and midweek games and finished joint
second. A case of nearly but not quite.
Our final league record was 13-1-4 and 40 points. In the cups, our record was 8-2-1.
Well done boys. Next year we are sadly leaving to join AFC Dunstable and to play EJA, so
thanks to STACY for all of your support this year.
Appearances/Goals
Josh Davey 23/1
Shahille Coorjee 18/0
Ben Martin 25/0
Finn Murphy 25/4
Josh Dooley 28/2
Josiah Barker 28/4
Andrew Rogers 10/3
George Fennel 23/1
Tom Deane 6/0
Nick Ralfe 27/16
Nathan Hossen 28/37
Max Hodgson 24/24
Lucas King 27/11
Fletcher (Gazza) Hedge 27/10
Charlie Collins 22/3
Conrad Holland 27/2
Reece Sandiford Cameron 28/4
Joe Curran 10/3
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St Albans City Youth Under 14 Girls North
Manager: Claire Trulock Coach: Sam Mardle + Brad Bennett
A fun, enjoyable and great season for us, all of the girls have been an absolute pleasure to coach this year
(trying to get them to be quiet can be difficult at times), we still play our possession football and have the
ability to dominate teams at times when they struggle to win the ball back from us. All of the girls still play
with a huge smile on their faces and we are making great strides to develop into a successful team! A huge
thank you to all of the parent helpers that have been there through all weathers this year and one last
MASSIVE thank you to Claire from whom without all of this wouldn’t be possible. It is greatly appreciated by
Me, Sam and all of the girls!
Katie Runacres, 1: Katie has had an outstanding year between the posts, making some great saves from
distance and 1on1s. Her Kicking has improved throughout the year and always looking short first to see if we
can play from the back. She has picked up four players of the match awards this year. Well done Katie.
Zoe Chick, 9: Zoe this Season can only be described in one word … Superb! Predominantly being played
at left back she has more times than not won all of her tackles and also developed into a good attacking full
back possessing brilliant dribbling ability. Great Season Zoe!
Isobel Todd, 14: Isobel has been a rock at the heart of the defence this season putting in many superb
displays. Very strong in the tackle with a fearless attitude towards defending, Isobel also has the ability to
play and is very comfortable when receiving the ball from the GK, being able to use both feet effectively to
play a pass into the midfield. Awesome Isobel!
Claudia Smith, 12: Claudia has had a fantastic year whether playing at the back or up top and has developed
an eye for goal becoming our leading goal scorer this season. A Leader amongst the girls! Claudia is also
very comfortable in possession looking to play quickly but effectively. A superb Season Claudia!
Jess Levy, 11: Jess again this year has had another excellent season. She is a fearless tackler and has the
ability to play in either the holding midfield role or centre back position. Jess has also taken on the captaincy
this year and has done a great job in doing so; all of the girls follow her with Pride. A brilliant season Jess!
Beth Dickinson, 5: Beth has had a very strong season this year putting in some very good displays. Mainly
playing in midfield she has developed a key eye for a pass and is very good on the half turn, being able to
transition defence to attack well. Well done Beth!
Jess Leigh, 6: Jay has had a brilliant season this year providing power and creativity from midfield. Just
joining this season she has fitted straight into the team and on her day can take any team apart on her own
with direct running and pace from midfield along with a key eye for a precision pass. Excellent Jay!
Lorna Speed, 4: Lorna has had a very good year playing out wide and upfront. Her ability to drive at defences
with pace has helped the team in attack creating many chances for us this season. Lorna‘s movement off of
the ball is second to none and something she should be proud of. Great season Lorna!
Maddie Merrit, 8: Maddie again this year has progressed and had a brilliant season. A great passer of the
ball and a player who can break the lines of defences, although not the biggest she has IMO the smartest
footballing brain in the league being able to manoeuvre and play around other players, Fantastic Maddie!
Ffion Williams, 17: Ffion has been playing predominantly at right-back this season; comfortable when
defending making some superb tackles and very good going forward creating opportunities for the attacking
players, her ability to move the ball quickly has benefited the team at both ends of the pitch. Superb Season
Ffion!
Ollie Chrisp, 3: Ollie has had a Fantastic season this year pretty much playing in every position and doing
a great job for the team. A very good dribbler and passer of the ball, her ability to manoeuvre it on either side
of her body speaks volumes of her ability and puts fear into opposition’s defences. Excellent year Ollie!
Maddy Donaldson, 7: Maddy this year has again been an honour to teach and coach, her commitment
speaks for itself and she has developed in to a good striker being able to drive at defences with her surprising
pace she has also found a knack of scoring important goals with great placement. Great Season Maddy!
Francesca McGlenn, 15: Fran has developed superbly through the season, her reading of the game is her
strongest suit but this year she has settled down as a natural centre back being able to play brilliant passes
out of defence and also growing in confidence in the tackle. Brilliant Fran
Eleanor Keating, 10: Eleanor has really pushed on this Season both on the pitch where her distribution of
the ball has only got better (perhaps the best forward passer in the league) and also amongst the girls she
has developed into one of leaders in the team. Superb Eleanor!
Melissa Trulock, 2: Melissa has the ability to destroy any full back in the league on her day, amazing
dribbling ability and great link up play with her team mates; she has become very adept to crossing the ball
and cutting it back supplying some great assists for the team. Excellent Melissa!
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St Albans City Youth Under 14’s Girls South
St Albans City Youth Under 14 Girls South Squad has been playing together since they were U10. Last
year they went on a successful football tour to Ohio, USA. This season we have welcomed 5 new girls
to our squad and we play together in the Herts FA League Division 2.They finished runner up in the
Shield Final. The team is managed by Andy Sibley & Colin Woodland.
Emily Sibley -(GK)-Sibo has made some fantastic saves this season and is a fantastic shot stopper
and her confidence has grown as the season has progressed, her bravery is often spoken about on the
side-lines.
Alice Benson -(Defence)-Gives 110% every time she steps out onto the pitch, she is super-fast and
aggressive into every tackle, she has been outstanding in her first season for STACY South.
Hannah Martin (Defence)-So solid on the right or left hand side, works so hard and is a credit to the
team, Like Alice above she has been outstanding in her first season for STACY South.
Sophie Hegerty -(Defence)-Super Sophie is an outstanding athlete who is extremely quick and can
always be relied upon to make the final tackle, she has also played well going forward.
Ellie Holder -(Midfield)-Ellie is a strong player that can play on either side of the pitch and has improved
massively this season. She is extremely pacey when she wants to be and throws the ball a country
mile.
Lauren Walker -(Midfield)-Bones is one of the most naturally gifted players whose ball control is
admired by all. She has battled hard in Midfield as she often has to fend off three defenders at one time
to get the ball off her.
Phoebe Skinner -(Midfield)-Phoebe one of the most improved tacklers this season who started her
football career as a striker then midfield. She never backs out of a tackle and gives 100% effort every
game.
Grainne Kellett -(Midfield)-G is like lightening down the right hand side and many defenders struggle
to keep up with her pace. Her tackling has improved greatly this season as well as her shooting.
Abbie Wilson -(Defence/Midfield)-One of 5 new signings this season that prefers to play just behind
the midfield and supports them wherever possible, she improves every game and has fitted in well with
the team.
Jasmine Brown -(Defence)-A new signing this year but how her confidence has grown and her tackling,
control and passing improves by the day.
Charlotte Banks -(Striker)-Charlotte is a versatile player that picks out her passes with great accuracy
and can play anywhere on the pitch and always gives her all on match days. She is an asset to the
team.
Molly Woodland -(Defence)-Woodster has had a fantastic season in the back line and not many
players get past her. Her fearless tackling have made her a valuable member of the team and she
always clears the ball well when under pressure.
Chloe Dearmun -(Striker)- Another new signing that scored her first goal for the club recently, she
always tries her best and is a great team player.
Kira Close -(Striker/Captain)Kira is the terrier of the team that battles for every ball and slide tackles
anything that moves, a true team player that covers every blade of grass on the pitch and works her
socks off every game.
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St Albans City Youth Under 14 North
Nathan Glasscoe – Without his courage, results could have been a lot worse this season and his
dream of becoming a striker was briefly realised as he scored his first goal for the club (a thunderbolt
from 1 yard) after going out on pitch when his hand was injured.
Ben Dimmock – Always Mr. Reliable. Moving to the centre of defence this season, he has formed
brilliant partnerships with Cameron Clark and Rob McKee.
Cameron Clark – The best at heading in the team, always a threat to the other side at set pieces and
a must have in our penalty area when defending corners.
Adam Roberts – the hardest working player in the team always gives 100% effort and often would give
more if he could.
Cameron Smith – Cameron has played primarily as a holding defensive midfielder and always sticks
to his instructions and is perfect as a man marker.
Harry Watts – Harry doesn’t say die, and keeps on chasing and battling in every game always plays at
a constant high level
Tom Noble-Nesbit – fantastic when running at the opposition and a game changer when he’s in the
mood, a strong tackler who’s a better footballer than he thinks.
Sam Day- Postponed his holiday this year to make sure he played in a decisive league match, tactically
one of the best players on the pitch. Sam is always improving and gets his reward for training hard.
Rob Mckee – Rob can make the hard pass look simple and because of his calm persona the opposition
are often fooled until they find him snapping at their heels,
Matthew Breeze – Matt has been used in most positions as his speed and skill always gets him out of
trouble and puts their defenders into it.. A fantastic crosser of the ball and is a natural finisher.
Harry Smith – as the team playmaker Harry has been targeted by the opposition quite often having 2
players marking him, still comes up with the goal and celebration that makes you gasp.
Victor Dehon – easy to describe - deceptively strong and dogged. If you had a team of Victors you
wouldn’t lose.
Oliver Davis – one of this season’s most improved players, always listens to the game plan and sticks
to his task. Fantastic engine and he keeps going and going.
George Heeley - George has a great natural touch and his confidence grew through the season,
always calm on the ball and a great team player
Jack Hughes – Jack is very strong, single minded and a maverick player, you are never sure what to
expect and neither are the other team, he possesses a deadly left foot.
Jack Hawthorne – Calm finisher with an eye for the spectacular, very brave and even finished one
game with a broken arm sustained from attempting an overhead kick.
Dominic Dee – Always a threat on the break, bags of skill and loads of determination, a natural wide
player with an eye for a goal.
Bilale Benatim – Plays with flair and enthusiasm, the best is yet to come.

Graham and the team would like to thank Mark for all of his hard work and
dedication over the past 7 years and wish him and Harry every success in the future.
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St Albans City Youth Under 14s South
(P 18 W 14 D 2 L2 F 56 A 28) A very successful season winning the league and being runners
up in the Holland Cup with all the players making notable contributions and more importantly
developing as a team and forging friendships. After the disappointment of being beaten on
penalties in the final on tour, the lads showed tremendous character in beating our nearest
rivals 2-0 a week later with a depleted team to clinch the league. My thanks as ever to my
assistants/coaches Tony and Neil and to the parents for their support.
Lee Axworthy - Goalkeeper. Essential to our superb defensive record and got us out of a few
tight corners with some athletic saves. Happy to report he is now getting on his team mates
nerves with his shouting and chat on the pitch.
Callum Hunter - Right Back/Wing. Quickest sprinter in the team and wearer of tightest shorts.
Very quiet and even reluctant to ask me for a larger pair. Nearly bilingual- allez les jeunes.
Jack Fletcher - Right Back/Wing. Likes galloping forward with surging runs. Biggest appetite
in team and largest feet- unrelated. Had a great tournament in Holland.
Callum Furness - Left Back. Improved beyond all recognition, a superb athlete and two
footed. Scorer of great goals (in training) but wearer of dodgy Juventus kit. Vidal worshipper
and Hammer.
Ernesto Rodriguez - Centre back, occasional centre forward. Captain for next season and
strong leader. Best name in the team if collecting Panini stickers. Ruthless Poker player on
tour. Great bluffer.
Tom Kellard - Centre back, CDM. Telescopic legs, great competitor and keeping up the strong
Kellard legacy of producing great football players. Lost his voice on tour much to the relief of
everyone.
Harrison Arnold - Centre back, midfield and forward. A colossus of a player and first to hit
puberty and outgrow his kit. Revelation on tour as centre forward and fit as a butcher’s dog.
Adam Pringle - Midfield. Head and shoulders above anyone else. A fantastic season and
perfected the art of scoring with his head without jumping. Good character.
Harrison Doyle - Midfield/Forward. Mr Sweaty, for his assists not his hygiene issues.
Technically excellent but tendency to tackle with his arms. Dreadful sense of humour
Max Bell – Midfield General. Tendency to tackle with absolutely everything and enjoys talking
to refs giving them his opinion on things. Great competitor and fearless.
Joe Newton - Centre forward, left side. Victorious, trophy winning captain. Fully committed in
training and games, great example to others and skilful player. 17 goals.
Fin Banks - Forward. Set piece specialist, two footed and team stato with Tom- knows all
about football. Baby of the team and largest footballing wardrobe including Arsenal onesie.
Scott Gentle - Centre back, holding midfield, definitely not centre forward. Joined us at
Christmas and barely put a foot wrong. Often mocked but misunderstood QPR supporter.
Ross Weaver - Centre Forward. Top scorer with 33 goals and some ice cool penalties. Best
dummy performer in team, plays in goal at training, no 2 keeper but no 1 finisher.
Tommy Horsley - Midfielder. Joined us half way through the season and played in a few
games. Popular member of team. Lots of energy and two footed.
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St Albans City Youth Under 14 East
The boys have had one of their most successful seasons ever - winning both the league cup and
heading into a play-off for top place in the league. A fantastic achievement from a group of boys that
have worked really hard to achieve their success.
Alex Gates (Goalie) – Perhaps the best goalie in the West Herts League. Pulling off some trademark
saves that has even the opposition clapping. Well-liked and respected by all his team mates. He has
given the team so much confidence even if we know he’s a frustrated striker at heart!
Demetrius Johnson (Defender). Meetch is without doubt the most improved player this year. Not only
stopping any attackers but also frequently dragging his wooden left leg into attack and scoring the odd
goal. Meetch is going from strength to strength and the team are stronger because of him.
Jacques Nolte-Nel (Defender). A consistent high performance again by Jacques, he goes about his
business in his normal quiet manner. Jacques doesn’t dive in but reads what the attacker is about to
do. One of the most intelligent readers of the game and we’re lucky to have him in the team.
Harry Doherty (Captain) – Dirty Harry has again showed why he’s the big dog at the back. No one can
muscle this guy off the ball and this year he’s even started to show us some speed. Great in the air and
a real rock for the team. He doesn’t break sweat, which is probably due to Owen doing all the work.
Owen Field (Defender) – No one could of guessed what an impact Owen would have on the team. He’s
perfected the crunching sliding tackle and dominates play in front of our defenders. Nailed some great
goals and frequently lifts the team with his performance. He’s really good at looking out for all his team
mates. Not sure about the earing mind.
Elliot Osborn (Midfielder) – From the moment the game starts Elliot is straight in. He’s strong, technical
and shows the team what the word ‘effort’ actually means. Elliot will always throw himself into the match
and is passionate about winning. Has a cracking shot and not afraid to use it. He’s had a great season
and should be proud of the effort he’s shown.
Musa Sakkejha (Midfielder) – Musa has great technical ability that he uses to get himself out of tight
corners. He powers through the midfield and on his day can give a fantastic team performance. We
want Musa to start enjoying his football more as this is when he really shines. A great team player that’s
well liked by the rest of the team.
Ahmed Rahman - (Midfielder) Ahmed is somebody who obviously loves his football, he’s worked hard
on his technically ability that he likes to put into action whenever he can. Great at winning the ball he
now needs to think about how best to use it and to improve his overall physically fitness.
Mohammed Mazari (Midfielder) – Mo has great technical feet and can get a really good shot off when
the opportunity presents. If Mo can develop his speed and fitness he’ll be an even greater asset to the
team.
Stefano Finco (Forward) – Lightening quick with real strength Stefano has helped dominate in attack.
His rapid speed enables him to chase down the ‘lost cause’ ball and win it. His composure and the way
he harasses defenders means that they’re always nervous and will makes mistakes. Stefano is a true
asset to the team and next season will be an even better season for him.
Numan Hussain (Forward) – When Numan does actually rock up to a game he has immediate impact.
He’s strong, surprisingly quick and has a cracking shot. We would all love to see more of him next year.
Callum Sweeney (Winger) – Quick, fit and dangerous on the ball. Callum’s corners, free kicks and
through passes have caused the opposition major problems. A true two footed player that cuts in from
the wings to score some cracking goals. He’s also provided a high number of assists. With fewer
distractions next season Callum is sure to have another good year.
Sammy Abraham (Forward) – New to the team this season Sammy has shown great technical ability,
turning defenders inside out and scoring some cracking goals in important games. Very good at holding
onto the ball and finding that killer pass. Sammy’s strong link up play has really benefitted the team and
has been a pleasure to coach.
Kai Quait (Midfield) – Returning to the team Kia has done what he always does, reacting quicker to
opportunities than anyone else. His dribbling abilities are second to none and he has used them to his
advantage, he can take the ball from midfield and just carve through the defence, a pleasure to watch.
Others can learn from the way he out jumps boys nearly twice his height.
Gwil Park (Winger) – Gwil’s always had some of the best dribbling ability in team, working down the
right wing he’s teased defenders and scored some lovely goals from his attacks. He’s shown more bite
this year and has started to really fight for the ball, which is great to see. Gwil is a key player down our
right hand side and it’s fantastic to watch him on his day.
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St Albans City Youth Under 14 West
We would like to take this opportunity to say a big thanks to Richard ,Nick & Nigel for all their
help with refereeing and running the line throughout the season and everybody who helped
with transport to and from games, good to see all the boys are staying together for a 3rd
season running. Andy / Darren
Ben Atkin - APPS. 27- Goalkeeper – Ben is turning into a brave and competent keeper, and
never afraid to save at the feet of incoming forwards.
Ollie Wakeling - APPS. 25-Defender – Not often does an attacker get round Ollie, and if he
does manage it, he is hot on their heels until he gets the ball back again.
Matthew Nash - APPS.26, GOALS 19 – Centre forward. – Likes to take the direct route
towards goal, straight and quick, with only one
thing on his mind, get that ball over the
line.
Tom Keating - APPS.24, GOALS 7 – Midfield – A great passer of the ball, on many occasions
through the season he has played the perfect game changing through ball to the forwards.
Kai Takahashi - APPS.25, GOALS 27 – Centre forward – Once again team top scorer, loves
to run at defenders at speed, usually with a trick along the way.
Kwame Youri - APPS.22, GOALS 10 – Midfield – Doesn’t care who gets in his way as he
goes on his great runs along the touchline.
Matthew Small - APPS. 23- Defender- Quick and strong, doesn’t stop running from the first
whistle to the last.
Ross Andrews - APPS. 27, GOALS 22– Midfield – Has an eye for the extraordinary, no ball
is ever unplayable, had his shooting boots on this season, scored some great individual goals.
Harrison Bean - APPS. 28, GOALS 11 – Midfield– Leads the team with passion as any good
captain should, loves to play forward but can count on him to help out the defence when
needed.
Joe Parkin - APPS.23 – GOALS 5 – Midfield – Grown in strength and confidence this season,
not going to be pushed around by anyone, scored some good goals along the way too.
George Li - APPS. 25- Defender – loves nothing more than taking the ball from an attacker
in defence and running with it as far as he can along the right wing.
Badr Abdelkafi - APPS.22 – Midfield – Quick footed, likes to twist and turn his way through
midfield to confuse the opposition.
Noah-C-Smith - APPS, 22- Defender – Good to see Noah back after a couple of seasons
away, he is a solid addition in a central defensive role.
Mat Turner - APPS, 28- Defender- A great first season for Mat, fitted in well and always puts
a 100% effort in either defence or midfield.
Zach Quinn-Brown - APPS.14 - GOALS 2- Midfield – Unfortunately spent a lot of the season
on the injury list, but helped out with a couple of goals when he could play.
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St Albans City Youth Under 14 Orient
Owen Carrick - Owen picked up a bad injury early on in the season, but since he has been back
between the sticks the defence has looked a lot more secure.
Oscar Durrant - Has had injury problems over the season but has come back towards the end of the
season and shown why he was such a big miss!
Tom Hunt - Tom is always a consistent performer I don’t think he has ever missed a training session
or a match and gives 110%.
Freddie Wilkinson - Leads by example with he’s attitude on and off the pitch always looking to motivate
and encourage those around him even when the game isn’t going our way.
Lockland Hedge - The passion that is shown both in training and on match day is incredible, Lockie is
always looking for ways to improve himself.
Adam Sawyer - Excellent Captain, always leading by example both with his attitude towards training
and on match days. Adam is a excellent professional and motivator of the team.
Karis Broomfield - All round terrific footballer, always listens to the tactical advice and tries to apply it
on the pitch.
Dan Ashenhurst - Took Dan a little while to get he’s confidence but once he did he was one of the
most consistent performers on the pitch.
Lewis Chippington - Lewis always showed great passion and determination on the pitch to get the
best result.
Toby Byron - Signed for Luton academy soon after the start of the season and we wish him all the
best! Very loyal and excellent footballer.
Harry Easterby - The ability of this player is excellent, it took Harry a while to become a team player
but was one of our most influence players towards the end of the season. Excepting exciting things
from Harry next season.
Ibrahim Rahman - Started the season on fire, he’s silky skills was to dazzling for defenders to cope
with but that soon ended with a serious injury. I am looking forward to Ibrahim playing again next season.
Lewis McCall - Lewis signed late towards the end of the season but fitted straight into the squad, he
has shown some touches of brilliance.
Luke Gymer - Just a brilliant all football player and has the heart of a tiger. Size doesn’t matter he will
be battling for every ball and has the ability to create something out of nothing.
Fimbar Kin - All round excellent striker, Fimbar has had to create a lot of chances for himself this
season due to injuries and lack of player on the pitch but has always been positive and tried he’s best
for the team.
Michael Gabblah - Michael is a excellent Skillful player who often gets man marked. Michael is a player
that can play in a number of positions and will always do he’s best for the team.

St Albans City Youth Under 14 Orient
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St Albans City Youth Under 15’s Girls North
Manager: - Sarah Kropman, Assistant Coach: - Greg Gosling
St Albans City Youth F.C Girls U15 North were first formed in 2009, representing St Albans in the Herts
Youth Games and playing their first full season in the HGFPL at U10 in 2009/10. Since then, we have
enjoyed good success as League Cup winners in 2010, County Cup finalists in 2013 and 2014 and in
winning the Challenge Cup in Almere, Holland in 2013. This season, we finished as runners-up in
Division 2 of the HGFPL and had a great tour to Bognor Regis. The pinnacle, however, was winning
the league shield, beating Garston 3-2 in a dramatic final in May. The girls also play FUTSAL and were
runners-up in the Hertfordshire Futsal County Cup Final. I have been fortunate to manage the girls from
the start and am immensely proud of each and every one of them; not only do they play with great spirit
and commitment, but they also bring fun and laughter to every training session and match. We have
had a great season and are looking forward to taking our promotion to Division 1. Well done girls, you
are superstars and will always have each other as…football friends!
I would like to thank all of the parents and family members that have supported the team throughout
the season. In particular, thank you to Kevin Schofield and Joe Tello for running the line most Saturdays;
to Claire Schofield and Pam Smith for being regular match day delegates; to Sean Ellingham and Andy
Ellis for helping set up the goals at home games; to Jonathan Poole and his company, MSIG, for
sponsoring us; and to Anne Garland, Jackie Poole and Kerry Smith for accompanying us on tour. As
always, however, my greatest thanks goes to Greg Gosling for coaching the girls so brilliantly and
supporting me throughout the season and for allowing me to persuade you to come to Bognor!
Charlotte Boyle - (midfield/striker) – Charlie is a determined player who enjoys the big games! She
thrives when taking players on and has a fantastic strike. One of the best trainers in the team, Charlie
brings commitment and effort to every session.
Louisa Ellis - (midfield/defence) – A committed and strong player who is both intelligent and perceptive
when reading the game. Louisa holds her shape well, makes vital and well-timed challenges and also
enjoys a good cross or two!
Natasha Ellingham - (striker) – A new signing this season who has made a big impression on the team
thanks to having great skill on the ball and a superb strike. Many of her goals have been beautifully
placed and, quite frankly, unstoppable! Managers’ Player of the Year.
Ellen Fox - (goalkeeper) – Ellen remains one of the top shot-stoppers in her age group, with many
opponents leaving both frustrated and in admiration of her goalkeeping abilities. She also enjoys playing
out of goal and has even scored this season! As deputy captain, Ellen offers great encouragement to
her team-mates.
Melissa Godino - (defence) – A fantastic defender who is both calm and composed on the ball. Her
speed and impressive fitness have contributed hugely towards the squad’s success this season, with a
superb last-ditch challenge in stoppage time helping us win the shield final!
Nicola Gosling - (midfield) – Nicola is a totally committed and passionate player who gives 100% during
matches. She reads the game maturely and is capable of a killer pass, whilst also possessing a very
sweet right foot! Although two spells of illness have sadly kept her out of games, Nic has been everpresent on the sidelines.
Romy Kelleher - (defence) – Another competitive player who will give her all for the sake of the team.
Romy has exceptional pace and has developed brilliantly this season, now contributing to our attacks
with devastating over-lapping runs. A fine footballer.
Mary Leach - (Captain, defence) – Captain Fantastic. Mary leads the squad with increasing maturity
and discipline. A talented player both on and off the ball, Mary is quiet yet confident and is the starting
point of many of our goals. She is ever-dependable for a strong performance and is a good trainer.
Abbi Minot - (defence) – A new signing for this season, Abbi joined the squad with little football
experience. This was very quickly remedied and she has progressed brilliantly, making a number of
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St Albans City Youth Under 15’s Girls North - Continued
vital tackles and a goal-line clearance on our way to the final! Suffering concussion in the shield final,
Abbi was more concerned with the final score than her own health.
Isabelle Poole - (midfield/defence) – One of the most passionate players in the league, Izzy has
incredibly high fitness levels and will run from box to box for the entire game if required! A true teamplayer, Izzy will always encourage those around her and is a very popular member of the squad.
Emily Schofield - (striker) – A magnificent footballer, Emily has become the top goalscorer across both
divisions at u15 with an incredible 46 goals. Her ability to find the back of the net is impressive, but her
work rate and desire to include others have made her a real star this season. Well done Em.
Shauna Smith - (midfield) – Technically brilliant, Shauna has TWO great feet! She loves running down
the wing and delivering inch-perfect crosses and is also capable of scoring fantastic goals. Her
performances have improved with each game this season.
Alice Tello - (midfield/defence) – Alice is a multi-talented player who is capable of playing anywhere
on the pitch with good success. Her main strength this season has been in winning the ball centrally
and building attacks. In the shield final, she not only scored two magnificent goals but also suffered
ligament damage to her knee requiring a trip to A&E, yet still played on. Deserved Players’ Player of
the year.
Zoe Thomas - (midfield) – Zoe joined us for the shield final, as we had a number of girls unavailable
due to DofE. Despite not knowing any of the girls, Zoe fitted in brilliantly and impressed everyone with
her desire to win the ball and strength in the tackle. We are greatly looking forward to seeing more of
her abilities next season!
Danielle Tyler - (midfield/striker) – Tremendous in all areas, Dani has almost matched Emily for goals
this season, despite playing most games in midfield. Another player with great passion and drive,
watching this girl play football is inspirational for all of the team! Another fantastic performance in the
shield final, well done Dan, you truly deserve our Club Award this year.
We would finally like to thank the three, very talented u14 North girls that we borrowed for the league
shield final – Jessica Leigh, Jessica Levy and Claudia Smith. You all played brilliantly and your efforts
were greatly appreciated.

St Albans City Youth Under 15 Girls North
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St Albans City Youth Under 15’s Girls South
Abbie Smith – Steadfast both in defence and attack and has a thunderous shot. What an asset to the
team and our top goal scorer this season. Scored a hat-trick in one match against Bishop Stortford. 21
appearances, 15 Goals.
Abby Durrant – Great Performances this year moving from right back to left midfield, even scoring a
few excellent goals. Keeps going even when the going gets tough, especially from the side-lines. This
season Abby completed her 100th cap for the club. 21 appearances, 4 Goals.
Aimee Smith – Excellent player who always gives it 100%. Valiantly taken on the Goalie position half
way through the season, with some outstanding performances. Even shaved all her hair off for charity!
23 appearances, 5 Goals.
Bethany Moss – Joined the team the latter part of the season, made the Centre Forward position her
own. We look forward to seeing Bethany apply her skills next season. 8 appearances, 1 Goal.
Eliza Brown – Has had a good season and is most comfortable on the ball with great distribution.
Scored a good goal this season and we are looking forward to more next Season. 20 appearances, 1
Goal.
Ellie Jenkins, Captain of the Team – Her fortitude and drive has continued this season and was given
the Captains armband as reward for her great attitude and 100% commitment, has become one of the
most valuable players to the team. 22 appearances, 7 Goals.
Francesca Ralfe - Has come out of retirement to bolster the team when needed and has been excellent
in both attitude and effort for the team. Lets hope she back next season as a regular. 10 appearances.
Isabella Tagg – Has sadly missed many games this season due to injury, which she has put a brave
face on. Managed to get her 100th cap for the club this season. 10 appearances
Kate Chamberlain - Kate has been one of the star performers this season in her new role as right back.
Never afraid of the tackle and will go after the ball even when it looks like a lost cause. A real warrior.
17 appearances
Lauryn Edwell - Real pace and an eye for opportunities. Played in defence with capability and
conviction. She reads the game effectively. Completed her 100th Cap for the club this season and even
scored a hat-trick against STACY North. 18 appearances, 4 Goals.
Elysia Ramsdale – New signing this year, but only joined the club in the last couple of weeks before
the season ended. Looking forward to seeing her unleash her potential next season. 3 appearances.
Lucy Abbott – New player this year. Lucy has fitted into the team really well, making the left back her
own. She is always 100% committed and always plays with a smile on her. Missing only one game
this season and that was due to injury. 23 appearances.
Nia Williams – Has become a real asset to the team. Has finally started to believe in herself and some
of her excellent performances have shown just how good she can be. Captained the team on a few
occasions to great effect. 21 appearances
Rosie McGahan – What a season by our very own wing wizard. Has not only got real speed and an
eye for goal but has also developed some great ball skills. Scored a quad this season against Bishop
Stortford and was second top goal scorer. 22 appearances, 10 Goals.
Shamica Powell – One of our star players whose talent can never be doubted with Pace, strength and
eye for goal. She managed to score a hat-trick against Hoddesdon. Shamica will be sadly missed as
she leaves us to concentrate on her netball career. Good luck Shamica. 15 appearances, 6 Goals.

Robin Durrant – Manager of the Team, AKA “Mr Grumpy” Shouts encouragement with passion but the
girls always take it on the chin. He is proud of the season the girls have had. Always the optimist in
the girl’s abilities. A manager respected by every player and now in his 6th season with our team.
Nick Edwell – Coach. Sponsor of the Team, Nick has coached and mixed up their fitness training this
season. He is a great support to Robin, often running the line. He enjoys the banter with the girls and
feels rewarded by seeing their individual improvement.
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St Albans City Youth Under 15’s North
This season has been one of tremendous success, Sean and I have a very special and talented squad,
we work hard in all areas of the game and believe this has paid dividends, we won the league in double
quick time, we drew and lost the first two games then went 6 months unbeaten, we then completed the
double by beating Belstone 4-0 in the league cup final, we also went away to Holland and had a very
successful tour, where the lads and parents all bonded. Thanks everyone.
Dan Osborne - The most gifted goalkeeper I have ever had the pleasure of coaching, he can watch a
game without any action, and then suddenly pulls off a world class safe, known as the monk in the
squad, Dan is a county player and will be sorely missed as he is moving to Singapore in the summer.
Ilias Bakhti - One of the most consistent players in the squad never lets any one down and can play in
a number of positions, very skilful with a good football brain.
Max Sahota - Superb lad, very quiet and easy to coach as he always wants to learn, can also play in a
number of positions, will never let you down, perfect squad player.
Olly Hann - Captain and leader of the squad, has progressed so much in the last couple of seasons,
so easy to see why professional clubs come to look at him, can play in many positions, plays at centre
half for us and up front for the county, will never let you down.
Liam Murphy - Mr consistent, plays at the back and just eases through games, gets very passionate
and involved, reads the game easily, has taken up boxing and is also very talented at this sport, great
lad.
Dan Newton - What do you say about this player, he is arguably the most consistent player in our
squad, he is quick, strong and reads the game really well, makes some excellent tackles and has
improved his Ariel game, will probably get scrutinised by Sean and myself more than most as we have
come to expect perfection, how he doesn’t play county football is one of lives strange mystery’s.
Billy Cresswell - Billy is yet another talented sportsman; he is a very good basketball player which has
kept him away from the squad for a percentage of the season, when his services are called upon we
never have any problems selecting him, has also served time in goal as cover and has been excellent.
Youness Bakhti - What can you say about this lad, one of the characters of the squad, doesn’t seem
to have a care in the world, he is also a very good footballer, we have a lot of time for Youness, he can
also see red very easily, superb squad player.
Chris Hubbard - Chris has gone from a good player to an excellent player, worked his way into the
team with hard work and dedication, he also chips in with some great goals, has had an excellent
season.
Alfie Booth - Alfie is one of our most talented players, can change a game with an out of this world
pass or goal, can also get very frustrated, but a very passionate player, he has also been training with
a professional club.
Hugh Gaffney - Hugh has come a long way in football terms; he is the hardest working midfield player
in the squad and has to play in the holding midfield role which we know he hates, but we have seen
him attack!! Never lets the team down and always gives 100%.
Owen Greenbank - New boy to the squad, he was recommended to us at a managers meeting, we
signed him on and he has not let us down, quality footballer and a great lad, can play in a number of
positions and has fitted in nicely.
Sean Ahearne Smith - Another new boy, Sean is a good footballer, he has had a little bit of a frustrating
time this season when he broke his leg and also got a ban, but has started to play some good football
and chipped in with some quality goals.
Curtis Finch - Curtis is one of the squad’s most natural goal scorers; he has been frustrated by a lack
of playing time, but will never complain or let you down, always gives his all for the team and a popular
member.
Will Sharp - Will is one of the most talented footballers in the squad, we have converted him into a
centre forward this season and he has scored some great goals, he also plays at left back for the county,
he is a tricky skilful player, and we will not mention his flowing locks.
Euan McDonald - Euan is a very talented footballer, he has worked extremely hard to get into the team,
he has also scored some very important goals, Euan can play in a variety of positions and is a very
popular member of the squad, and he also trains so much better in an England shirt.
James McCallum - James is a massive player for the squad, he is a very talented sportsman and has
missed a fair chunk of the season, running about with an odd shaped ball, James has been training
with Saracens rugby club, on his day he can change a game in seconds, anybody at the Maccabi game
will know what I’m talking about.
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St Albans City Youth Under 15 South
The South is your classic yo-yo team, having won the WFL Blue Division in the previous season we were promoted
again to the WFL White division. The season started well with some good performances, but it’s tailed off & we
have struggled with results. In one instance against Hadley Wood we managed to throw away a 3-0 lead and lost
3-4, although as I recall everything was against us that day including a heavy rainstorm in the second half. The
challenge of a difficult Division has resulted in losing a couple of boys and a reduced squad of 13 who have
committed themselves to the team for the remainder of the season and fought through to the end.
Two long serving players who did see it through to the end; Andrew Bailey and Adam Skinner have decided to call
it a day to pursue other sporting interests. We wish them all the best for the future. As a result we have made the
decision to merge with the West team next season and look forward to building a new side that will enable the boys
to play a good standard and enjoy their football for the remaining 3 years as a youth team
Thanks to Greg Gosling and Dave Ross who have given their time to training the boys on a Friday evening and
pre match at weekends. Also thanks to Nicola Bailey and Karen Affleck for arranging the finances...and finally
thanks to all those unsung heroes who get the boys to games on Sunday’s and the dad’s who’ve run the line this
season.
Jack Armstrong – 20 Appearances, Defender. A good start to the season for Jack plus a growth spurt means he
is better equipped to deal with the physical side of the game. A good defensive header of the ball, also he is always
very vocal.
Andrew Bailey – 16 Appearances, Goalkeeper. Andrew has decided to call it a day this year to concentrate on his
refereeing. He has been a great representative to SACY FC as player, captain and a players, player. He has also
put back into the club through his coaching and refereeing. He has always represented the club with a great attitude
and it has been a pleasure to have been his manager. One of the original boys who turned up at Highfield in 2005.
Good Luck
George Barnes – 18 Appearances & 2 Goals, Midfield/Defender. George is a stylish player with good skills,
although has had a tricky season because he’s grown so fast this year, but you can see that in the last few games
his form has returned. He opened his account with his first goals for the club against Muswell Hill & Belstone.
Omar Bounyafe – 22 Appearances & 4 Goals, Striker/Midfield. A good season for Omar, a couple of standout
performances against Potters Bar, when the only way the defender could stop him was to keep fouling. Another
when he kept goal against Hoddesdon in the County Cup, incredibly almost single handed prevented them from
scoring for 75 minutes. He has played in every game this season.
Connor Casey – 20 Appearances & 1 Goal, Midfield/Defender. Connor has followed up his player of the year
performance last year with another great season and established himself as our main Central Defender. He’s a
real presence in the opponents box for corners, and scored a goal in the first game of the season
Luis Danton – 17 Appearances, 11 Goals and Captain, Midfield. He’s definitely found the net this season with a
hat trick against Croxley and bagged 2 brace’s against Whetstone and Hadley Wood, a real work horse who drives
forward and has earned the right to be Captain
Ben Gosling – 19 Appearances & 11 Goals, Striker. Ben’s game is all about goals, that includes 4 against Croxley,
3 against Herons and 2 against Hampstead. He also scored 5 goals in the first game in Holland this year. He’s
often our loan man up-front which cannot be easy at times, but on his day knocks over defenders for fun!
Mackenzie Killick – 19 Appearances & 1 Goal. Midfield/Defender. First season with the club, a good and hard
defensive Midfielder who will not let an opponent get past him, he’s not a player to be messed with as his other
interest is boxing! He scored his first goal for the club against Hadley Wood.
Ronan Marie Moutou – 22 Appearances & 11 Goals, Midfield/Defender. A good goal tally this year includes a hat
trick against Whetstone on the first day of the season and 2 goals against Potters Bar. Towards the end of the
season has done a cracking job alongside Connor in defence. He has played in every game this season.
Harry Ross – 19 Appearances & 3 Goals, Midfield/Striker/Defender. Wherever you ask Harry to play, you know
he will give it his all, considering we’ve played him as full back a lot this season, he’s still managed to pick up a few
goals. A great servant to the team, one of the originals.
Adam Skinner – 17 Appearances & 1 Goal, Midfield/Defender. Adam is another long serving player who’s decided
to call it a day this year to concentrate on his golf and tennis. He’s been a fantastic boy to know and is a credit to
the Skinner family; it is my honour to have been his manager. Good Luck
Sam Smith – 21 Appearances & 1 Goal, Midfield/Defender. Sam is a winner, which makes our results this season
hard for him. A high point for the season was scoring a goal against Croxley after coming back from injury
Jared Walsh – 17 Appearances & 2 Goals. Midfield. How he’s managed to play in some games this season, I do
not know. He’s had a really bad back problem but has still turned out. Only when told by his doctor to stop playing
did he take some time out. He’s been a great example to the team for when it’s got tough. Also he has picked up
2 goals.
Congratulations to Jared who has now played over 100 games for SACY
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St Albans City Youth Under 15 Central
We had a poor start to the season losing 7 players, The first 12 Games of the season we were losing games by 4
or 5 goals We Played Harpenden Tigers away with only 9 players that was the game we grew up as a side and as
manager knew they had fight in them. The last 6 Games we lost 3 games by 1 goal and drew one and winning the
last two. The squad did me proud. Next Season We must Work hard and keep improving
Liam Hallam - Had a great Season lost a little bit off his game due to a Yellow Card he received in one match,
Could on the ball, composed, and great tackler. Also did well at Centre back in couple of games as well.
Cameron Ferguson - Has had a progressive 2nd Season with the team, Great header of the ball and good on the
floor as well, Cameron has taken on board positional wise during the 2nd half the season. Getting Better
Liam Hill - First Season he came training and I looked at him and I said Centre Half in the making, When he is on
his game he can be an outstanding Centre Half, Can step his game to another level.
James Wood - He can play CB, RB, but most this season I have used him LB. James works his socks off never
frighten to put his foot in and always defends well. James has been with me 3 years now.
Jacob Paton - Has had a good season, getting better, can play in a number of postions. He doesn’t moan he just
gets on with his job on the pitch and normally plays well. A Managers Dream
Tyrell Foster - Came from the Brent area, took a gamble on Tyrell which paid off, Great 1st Season Powerful
driving runs, good tackling and can pass. Can Improve next season
Jaymiah Pencley - Also came from the Brent, Frustrating Season for him started the season well in a CM role and
then tried him in a few other positions, Jaymiah is one of those players that has more to give and I hope in 201516 he will show his potential..
Harrison Gates - Started the Season at LB But decided to put him more forward to a LM formation. Harrison has
had his best season so far scoring 5 Goals and a number of assist. Great Left foot and has some skill to go with it.
William Alderton - Had a tremendous season in his first season. He was voted Players player of the year, for his
size his drive and his dedication towards matches is spot on, He never gives up tracks back and also attacks well.
He deserved his award.
Ollie Brett - Has come on this year, another player playing up a year, Got Great control and great feet and can
see a pass. He can play in number of midfield roles, Just needs to add Goals to his makeup and he will notch up
another gear,
Samuel Abington - Got so much to offer, he’s got it all in the locker. Just has to work on it and it will come. Played
his best games at the end of the season as I changed formation to 4-3-3 and he scored in both.36 Goals in 51
Games for Central in 3 years
Ricky Grant - Also came from Brent Area, Hasn’t had the impact I thought he would when he joined up in summer.
When he plays he always looks like he can Score. Has so much to offer.....Just has to show it.....
Steven Gee - (ST) Steve what can I say has had an impact on our squad and our matches 6 Goals in 4 Matches
including a Hat-trick, Can’t remember seeing a faster player at his age.
Joshua Pile - (RM) Josh joined the squad half way through the season but trained from the summer. Josh hasn’t
had many chances to show what he has, Good running ability,
Joseph Pate (GK) Joseph had a much improved season due to the fact the team has defended better this season
He made some outstanding Saves which kept us in Games this season. Next season he will once again improve
getting taller which will benefit him.....
Joseph Rock (CF) Joseph has had a Up and Down Season, Scored 4 Goals and every present. He has so much
to offer the squad and if he gets back to the Joseph we know he could have a great season. Scored 23 goals in 3
Seasons.
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St Albans City Youth Under 15’s West
Having narrowly missed out last year on both winning the 2nd Division and promotion we were
determined to better ourselves and by February we had the title in our sights. We were sitting a couple
of points behind the league leaders but with games in hand and looked favourites to win the League.
Even after one striker left early on in the season (Yassin) to concentrate on his studies, we managed to
recruit another, Malcolm and his partnership upfront with GianP looked deadly as the pair amassed
around 30 goals in 9 games ably helped by our midfield of Khaled, Tom Kerr, Brad, Jacob, James, Mete
and Matty.
Our defence marshalled by Tom Gordon and Leo Broom backed up by our Keeper Ryan stood tall
allowing our left and right backs Charlie and Sam freedom to attack We reached the 2nd round of the
league Cup ,the 1/4 final of the Challenge Cup and were looking forward to Holland in April and the
opportunity of once again bringing a European trophy Home unfortunately the footballing gods seem to
conspire against us We lost GianP to a ligament ankle injury, from which he is only now recovering ,
Malcolm to Watford Academy, and whilst in Holland we lost our Keeper to a bizarre self-inflicted foot
injury. Having had to play several games with only 8,9,10 boys we still managed to finish 3rd in the
league and Top St Albans side in WHL and reached the 1/4 finals of our European Tournament in
Eindhoven.
Next year sees an new era for the West as we will be merging with The South .We are all very excited
about this and are hoping for great things next season. I would like to thank Northpoint Property for
sponsoring our new Kit
I would like to say goodbye and good luck to Sam, Mete, Yassin, Malcolm and Ryan
I would like to wish GianP a full and speedy recovery
Thanks go out to Nigel Broom for his amazing help as Team keeper of the coin and match delegate
,Mark Hall as linesman and Matt ,Hugh ,Paul and Dave for all their support and help in Holland
Jeremy Pearlman Manager
Player

App / Goals

Manzi Gianpaolo

13 / 24

Uddin khaled

20 / 10

Kerr Tom
Mangawa Malcolm

25 / 8
9/6

Gallagher Matty

25 / 3

Lawrence Sam

26 / 3

Abdelkafi Yassin

4/2

Slocombe Brad

26 / 2

Johnston Mete

18 / 1

Pearlman Jacob

25 / 1

Broom Leo

27 / 0

Neale James

23 / 0

Gordon Tom

26 / 0

Hall Charlie

25 / 0

Osborn Ryan

21 / 0
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St Albans City Youth Under 15 West

St Albans City Youth Under 15 East
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St Albans City Youth Under 15s East
The team has had its most successful season to date playing excellent football on the way to finishing
2nd in the league and winning the spring cup scoring a total of 144 goals between them!
Played 31 won 21 drew 1 lost 9 scored 144 conceded 69 Jack stern goalie App 28 goals 0 Jack is a
great shot stopper, and with his quick distribution off the ball can set the team on counter attacks at any
time!
Giuseppe Basile - App 30 goals7, Gio has a never say die attitude, add that to his technical ability and
pace he's a right back to be feared by the opposition!
Will Daly - App 28 goals 1, Will is a tank, commanding and bossing the game from the back, when he
breaks out with the ball there's not many players that can stop him!
Ollie Barnett - (C) App 26 goals 2, Ollie is a cool headed player and leads from the back, always
composed on the ball and never panics!
Tom Levy - App 12 goals 2, Tom is an adventures left back that when he is on his game is a match for
the best out there, his dead ball deliveries are of top quality!
Luke Gibbins - App 27 goals 3, Luke is another lad with a never say die attitude with great technical
ability, can play in any position asked and gets on with the job for the team!
James Nicolson - App 29 goals 5, Jim is a quick fox in the box the teams Michael Owen always comes
up with the goods when needed!
Tom Brown - App 20 goals 5, Tom has a great engine and is a true box to box midfielder that has the
ability to score at any time!
Harvey Trounson - App 25 goals 7, Harv is the engine room of the midfield always gives his all and
can play in any position you ask him too!
Tayler Fennel - (V.C) App 29 goals 5, Tay is the holding midfielder that does the job that no one sees,
breaking play up and setting us up for counter attacks and when he gets his passing game going there
is no stopping us!
Ewan Brand - App 18 goals 9, Ewan is a great technical player with loads off skill and energy his ability
to drive at teams is an asset for the team!
Joe Vance - App 25 goals 16, Joe is a versatile player that can play left back, wide or through the
middle in the CAM roll has an eye for goal and a pass to split the defence!
Aaron Tilney - App 25 goals 11, Aaron has bags off energy and even more tricks, loves to drive at
teams and take players on a real hand full to deal with!
Jake Penny - App 25 goals 11, Jake is another player that can play anywhere even in goal, has a
great ability to make the right decisions when needed and loves to split the defence with his through
balls!
Ollie Pawlaczek - App 27 goals 7, Ollie is another player full of running his work rate is second to
none, add in his ability to take players on it makes for a real nightmare for opposition players!
Sam Fisk - App 9 goals 0, Sam is a good utility player and has helped the team out when we have
been short off players.
Raph Wiredu App 10 goals 1 Raph has had a hard season, injury plagued but has done well when he
could play and wish him all the best and hope he's back playing Soon
Cain Joseph - App 28 goals 25 Cain is a real goal threat with his pace and eye for goal, he never lets
the defenders rest on the ball, and leads from the front!
Dan Miles - App 30 goals 27, Dan is a goal machine, never stops working for the cause and is a dead
ball expert his goals have come from all over the pitch!
Manager/Coach, Stuart Fennel
It has been a pleasure to coach the lads over this season and have enjoyed every minute off a great
season. Win, lose or draw they always try and play there football well done lads!!!
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St Albans City Youth Under 15 Orient

Josh Ali
Tom Barrett
Reece Bilsby
Harrison Bell
Samuel Healy
William Ibbotson
Louis Lambert
Zach Littenstone
Adam Purkis
Adam Ransley
Ben Rose
Adam Russell
Harry Wilding
Samuel Winter
Ashley Price

St Albans City Youth Under 15 Orient
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St Albans City Youth Under 16 North
(P25, W14, D 2, L9, Points 37) Another great season for the lads, their first in the Watford Friendly
League. The team challenged for league runner up position right up to the last game of the season and
secured their place in the Spring Cup Final. The lads should be proud of the progress the team has
made this season, they are all a huge credit to the club and their families. Thank you to everyone who
supports the team and helps out throughout the season. Darren & Heidi.
Alex Beard – Out all season with a knee injury, such a shame he could not play.
Amir Stapleton – Amir is a hard working forward who always makes a nuisance of himself to the
opposition.
Ben Merritt – A good season for Ben who is a strong, hard, tackling, old fashioned type of defender.
Bestone Matabile – Bestone has gone from strength to strength this season, his first with the club,
starting in the midfield and ending the season as right back.
Billy Rintoul – Strong and hardworking midfielder, Billy always gives everything his has out on the
pitch.
Charlie Bennett – Charlie is a pleasure to watch when running with the ball, has great skill and can
score with either foot, top goal scorer again this season.
Charlie Lunniss – The engine of our team, no one player gives you more on a football pitch, Charlie
does not stop running and has had a great season.
Chris Ryan – Joining us half way through the season Chris has made a big impact on the team, great
vision and brings others into the game, playing just behind the striker.
Jacob Bockenhauer – This young man can play anywhere, centre back, midfield and has one of the
best shots I have seen, Jacob has supported the team admirably by finishing the season in goal.
Jacob Gristhenwaite – Captained the team again this season, always gives 100%, strong in the tackle
and produced goals from the centre back position.
Jude Akajioyi – A strong, hardworking defensive midfielder who does a lot of the work that goes
unnoticed.
Kevin Kissoon – Kevin’s best season so far, playing his way into the starting line up as a regular in the
back four.
Lorenzo Federici – A good season for Lorenzo playing mainly on the left midfield, always puts in a big
shift for the team.
Morgan Trotman – Morgan has played mainly on the wide left or right position in midfield, has a great
pace and skill and has scored us some great goals this season.
Sean Clifton – Sean played well in the first half of the season, unfortunately a knee injury at the
beginning of the year bought his season to an end.
Shiloh Wallace – Another great season from Shiloh, playing on both wings and striker, with a great
pace and strong in the air.
Tanveer Chowdhury – On the pitch this lad gives his all to the team and when supporting from the
side line he does not stop encouraging with passion.
Will Mattin – Injury kept Will out after only playing the first few games, a massive loss to the team, this
young man has great vision and made the team tick.
Will Moroney – Another good season for Will, one of the best goal keepers in the league.
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St Albans City Youth Under 16 South
Significant rebuilding marked the start of the season with several long standing players leaving, and a
good number arriving. Not surprising therefore that we had a mixed season but clearly showed that we
could compete with anyone on our day.
Thanks especially to Paco Rodriguez, Shirley Salmons and Kevin Ladyman for help officiating;.
Louis Andrew – A welcome return to the squad for this founder member. Great energy, Louis has
played without any fear and the results for him and the team have been very good. A popular midfield
team member and scorer of some important goals this season. Well done.
Oliver Astley – Back to his original left wing attacking position but very influential all over the pitch and
a very strong season with determined role-model performances. Great Vice Captain and strong
candidate for Player of Year.
Max Battle – New player, skilful and good football brain, though relatively few games.
Christian Bryant – New to the squad in defence and midfield. Committed in the tackle and strong in
the air. Memorable goal and celebration! Gels well with the team & is well liked.
Matt Doherty – Best season yet for South, brilliant strength in our fantastic defence week after week,
and much more influential going forward, Matty has scored several goals and is dangerous in the box
and at the back post. Quiet and strong Club Captain.
Charlie Gordon – Dependable winger with great crossing and dead ball skills. A great character to
have in the squad.
Callum Jackson – Fast, strong & determined, and part of a brilliant defence again. Wins everything in
the air and a wonderful team player & character. A great asset to the team.
Ryan Ladyman – Intelligent full back & Captain and influential centre half, great set plays, and always
strong going forward. 2
Ryan Flanagan – Joined mid-season and had immediate impact with quality CAM & striker
performances. Great link up play and always a serious goal threat, scoring some key goals.
Alfie Martin – Made the right midfield place his own, with an excellent first season. Defends well with
determination, and links up brilliantly going forward.
Tom Turner – TT is our terminator in defence or midfield – playing regularly he is strong and determined
and has more skill than he appreciates. Uncompromising on the pitch & immensely likeable character
off it.
Isiah Manney – Very talented striker with great skill on the ground and in the air. Scored some great
goals this season and has amazing potential.
Emilio Rodriguez – Major asset in centre defensive midfield, dominating in the air and providing
creativity and flair going forward. Strong candidate for Player of Year.
Chris Salmons – Quietly determined, and has adapted well switching between midfield and attack this
season. Excellent link up play A most valued team member.
Dennie Williams – Marvellous character and intelligent footballer, with skill and flair as a striker, and
never lost for words. A natural goal scorer with leadership potential.
Harry Reeves – Highly dependable full back. Has progressed greatly since joining in summer, and has
linked up well with attacking unit. Quiet and determined & well liked.
Billy Kavalieros – Joined late last season. Outstanding goalkeeper and one of the best additions to
the squad over the years. High impact from the start, with ferocious bravery, agility and breath-taking
saves week after week. Strong contender for Player of Year.
Jimmy Foster – Also joined in summer. Has been very influential in midfield with strong driving
performances. Great engine and a true box to box player, with skill & intelligence.2
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St Albans City Youth Under 16s Orient
League: P16, W15, D1, L0 - Goals F54, A18, GD +36. Cup: P3, W0, L3 - Goals F5, A8. What an
amazing season! Unbeaten in the league, drawing one game and winning the rest, the lads secured
the West Herts Division 2 title. Fitness training paid dividends but the comradery, team spirit and
desire to win this season has been second to none. The lads should be very proud with the progress
the team has made this season. We just need to work on our cup competition games!. Big thanks go
to Glyn for all his advice and assistance, to all the dads who ran the line and all the parents who
turned up in all weathers to support the lads. A sad farewell to Elliot and Nat - thanks for all your
efforts over the years. As for the rest of the lads, here’s to a the next challenge of playing in Division
1. Looking forward to it... Manager: Ian Hughes, Assistant Coach: Glyn Davison.
Freddie Bennett, Goalkeeper, Apps. 18 - Great improvements this season with five clean sheets. Some
of his exceptional saves have been game changers. Has not missed one game this season. One on
one situations is his strength
Tom Nicholson, Left Wingback, Apps. 16, - No goals this season but many assists. Tom is very
passionate and totally focussed when on the pitch. He has formed a really strong partnership with Ben
and Matthew to provide us with a formidable defensive team.
Matthew Pollard, Right Wingback, Apps. 16, Goals 3 - Our Mr Cool in defence. A great reader of the
ball, he never panics even when under pressure. Also can head a ball with great accuracy, especially
into the back of the net!
Zac Moore, Centre Midfield, Apps. 18, Goals 4 - Having moved up from defence he has used his
strength to give our midfield a much needed injection of domination. Great tackler and can score some
wicked goals.
Harry Hussain, Centre Midfield, Apps. 14, Goals 3 - Unfortunately injured (again) at the beginning of
the season but has worked hard to adapt to his new midfield role. He can make the killer through ball
look so easy.
Ben Thomas Bolton, Central Defender, Apps 16, Goals 3 - In his first season with us he has helped
rejuvenate the defence. He has dominated his opponents throughout the season. Strong in the tackle
and a great reader of the ball.
Elliot Mason, Holding Midfielder, Apps. 17 - The ultimate ‘dirty work’ player who reads the game so
well. He can drop back into a defensive role or push forward to support the midfield with ease. This is
sadly his last season with us and will be hard to replace.
Shaun Knighton, Centre Mid, Apps. 17, Goals 3 - Shaun’s work rate and effort is second to none. He
continues to improve each season and this is his best so far. Always vocal, he makes sure everyone
knows he’s on the pitch!
Stephen Heather, Winger & Striker, Apps 17, Goals 5 - Another of our newcomers, Stephen has
become something of a super sub having come on and scored 4 of his goals coming off the bench. He
has proved very versatile and has improved as the season developed.
Rory Sheed Davidson, Centre Forward, Apps 17, Goals 2 - In his first season with us he has spent
more time on the bench than on the pitch but the desire to be part of Orient has never diminished. He
made the most of every second he had on the pitch scoring a few and assisting in many others.
Jake Mlodecki, Winger, Apps17, Goals 2 - He has caused mayhem on the right wing due to his speed
on the ball and lovely one-two passing football. If he was a little selfish he would have scored more
goals - but ended up as top of the assists.
Harry Henderson, Left Winger, Apps 18, Goals 5 - Struggled to find his 5th gear in his first season with
us but when he did he was very effective. Personally, he scored two of my favourite goals of the season
- long range blasters from 50 yards out!
Isaac Keeley, Attacking Midfielder, Apps 16, Goals 1 - Isaac’s one of our toughest tacklers. He never
gives up on lose balls and loves taking on players especially on the attack. Has helped create more
awareness of winning the ball in midfield and how it helps us win games.
Nat Nicholls, Wide Midfielder. Apps. 15, Goals 1 - A very skillful and reliable player, this is to be Nat’s
final season with Orient. He can play anywhere (except defence!!). He’ll be a sad loss to the team.
Owen Ladbrook, Winger or Striker, Apps 18, Goals 14 - A great season for Owen. He is incredibly
skillful and quick on the ball and plays on the left, right or centre and causes havoc to anyone trying to
mark him. As our top scorer he has put away some fantastic goals this season.
Oscar Rutherford Hughes (Captain), Centre Forward, Apps 18, Goals 12 - Half as many goals this
season than last but must have covered more ground than any other player. Plenty of assists and a
defenders nightmare! Always after the ball and looking for any opportunity.
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St Albans City Youth Under 16 West
Always competitive in the Watford Red Division, but could not score the goals required at this level.
Huge thanks to Adrian for organising the referees, Richard & Paul for lino duties. And a special mention
to the Lewis’s who are moving onto the St Albans Academy; Ian for his help with the team and Harry
who has been Captain since the teams conception, 10 years ago…best wishes to you both.
Alex Desmond (Goalie): Another outstanding season, provides a steady stream of interesting
commentary during the game. Appearances: 2014/15: 21 (running total 67). Competitive goals this
season: 0
Basit Amadu (Striker): Gives us all huge entertainment, very suspect choice of jogging bottoms
(tights). Appearances: 2014/15: 25 (running total 25). Competitive goals this season: 19
Ben Pattison (Midfield): Scored a goal in the right net and now thinks he is harry kane, the only
difference is that Ben is not a one season wonder. Appearances: 2014/15: 21 (running total 25).
Competitive goals this season: 1
Ben Yates (Defender): Our rock at the back, does like the occasional air shot. Appearances: 2014/15:
27 (running total 173). Competitive goals this season: 0
Billy Lawrence (Striker): Super quick up front, great first touch, hopeless second touch. Saved the
team by standing in for Dessie. Appearances: 2014/15: 26 (running total 26 + South). Competitive goals
this season: 7
Harry Deacon (Midfield): Can’t run, can’t tackle and admires Ozil, and like Ozil provides most assists
for the team. Some terrible music taste. Appearances: 2014/15: 25 (running total 233). Competitive
goals this season: 2
Harry Hawkes (Striker): Never heard him say anything negative, proper team player. Still waiting for
him to grow beyond five foot. Appearances: 2014/15: 25 (running total 230). Competitive goals this
season: 0
Harry Lewis (Defender); A fond farewell to the teams Captain for the past ten years. Appearances:
2014/15: 25 (running total 235). Competitive goals this season: 0
Harry Salinger (Midfield); Another tippy tappy arsenal midfielder that can link the back and front
players. Appearances: 2014/15: 25 (running total 25). Competitive goals this season: 0
Jake Beels (Defender): Last seen in Brighton on 25 April. Needs a haircut. Appearances: 2014/15: 25
(running total 211). Competitive goals this season: 0
Joe Galliford (Midfield): Amazing engine, makes me tired just watching him. Great partnership with
Ben P. Appearances: 2014/15: 26 (running total 94). Competitive goals this season: 2
Peter Forson (Striker): Was it a shot or a cross or a miss hit, we will never know. It would have won
the global goal of the season if we had caught it on film. Amazing season. Appearances: 2013/14: 25
(running total 25). Competitive goals this season: 6
Ryan Magee (Defender): Has become blonder during the season, possibly talks less than Ben Y and
has become left footed. Best wishes at the St. Albans Academy. Appearances: 2013/14: 27 (running
total 65). Competitive goals this season: 0
Sebastian Camp (Striker): Fortunately his footballing talent is better than his haircut and fashion sense.
Appearances: 2013/14: 26 (running total 106). Competitive goals this season: 2
Sehej Sethi (Defender): Wicked dead ball delivery, wish I had prior knowledge of his penalty skills.
Appearances: 2014/15: 24 (running total 24). Competitive goals this season: 0
Zee Uddin (Defender): Meh, never argue with a Zee. Never give up attitude and always gives his best,
much to admire in the chap. Appearances: 2014/15: 25 (running total 54). Competitive goals this
season: 0
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St Albans City Youth Under 17’s West
St Albans City Youth Under 17 West is in its 8th Season and plays in the West Herts Youth League
(Division 1). It’s been a great season finishing runners up in the league (after a play-off) and runners up
in the final of the League Cup (after extra-time). The lads have a fantastic attitude and work extremely
hard on the pitch and in training. As always the lads have been a credit to the Club. Our thanks goes
out to everyone who has been involved with the team this season.
Manager: James Shepherd, Assistant Manager: John Finnigan
Ollie Shepherd - App 22 Goals 1 Ollie has had a great season. He has played mostly in the midfield.
He is an intelligent player with superb ball control and works very hard. Well done Ollie.
Taylor Finnigan - App 21 Goals 0 Taylor has had a good season. He has played mostly in defence
and has improved significantly. Well done Taylor.
Keanu Floyd - App 22 Goals 1 Keanu has had a great season. He has played in both defence and
midfield. Keanu is very quick, very strong and has one hell of a work rate. Well done Keanu.
Lewis Cutmore - App 21 Goals 5 Lewis has had a good season. He has played both in defence and
in the midfield. He has a great strike and is very strong. Well done Lewis.
Yaku Stapleton - App 22 Goals 6 Yaku has had a good season. He has played mostly in midfield. He
is very fast, strong and is extremely hard to defend against. Well done Yaku.
Sam Cornmell - App 19 Goals 1 Another good season from our goalkeeper. Once again, he has made
some exceptional saves along with scoring his first goal. Well done Sam.
Sam Reynolds - App 18 Goals 1 Sam has had a good season. He plays anywhere in the midfield. He
is skilful and knows how to make a good pass. Well done Sam.
Ellis Allan - App 22 Goals 5 Ellis has performed well this season. He plays on the left side of defence.
He is strong, has a good left foot and makes some great passes. Well done Ellis.
Max Bull - App 21 Goals 10 Max is our captain and has had a great season. Max has a great left foot
and plays in the midfield. He has speed, outstanding ball control and a great shot. Well done Max.
Josh Bean - App 19 Goals 22 Josh has had a good season. Josh is a forward and is the top scorer in
the league this year. Well done Josh.
Alfie Hopkinson-Badgery - App 19 Goals 0 Alfie has had a good season. He plays in defence. He is
strong, fast and has a great kick. Well done Alfie.
Sam Waters Rathjen - App 21 Goals 11 Sam has had a great season. He has played mostly in the
midfield. He is fast and works very hard. Well done Sam.
Sam Ivory - App 17 Goals 10 This is Sam’s first season with the West and he has played very well as
a forward. He has great skill and has scored some important goals. Well done Sam.
Matt Armstrong - App 12 Goals 0 This is Matt’s first season with the West but unfortunately has been
hindered by injury. He plays in defence and is strong in the tackle. Well done Matt.
James Merritt - App 13 Goals 7 This is James’s first season with the West and has played well. He
has played well mostly in attacking positions and has scored some good goals. Well done James.
Paulo Ditri - App 7 Goals 2 This is Paulo’s first season with the West and he has played very well. He
is versatile and has played in most positions. He is strong and works hard. Well done Paulo.
Matt Hubbard - App 6 Goals 1 This is Matt’s first season with the West and he has played well. He
has played mostly in midfield, is strong in the tackle and works hard. Well done Matt.
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St Albans City Youth Under 18 Warriors
The first season of Under 18 football was initially tough. However, with great dedication to training and
commitment, results started to go Warrior’s way. Defensively solid with great pace on the counter attack
and skillful midfield, meant that Warriors had a good season run in after Xmas. With new players
queuing up to join it all looks very positive for next season. Keith Glasscoe
Manish Das – Goalkeeper. Injury cut Manish’s season short, but prior to that his great shop stopping
and commanding presence in goal kept us in contention in many games. He is a dedicated trainer often
outshining his fellow outfield players with his silky skills.
Ben Hicks – Goalkeeper. Blessed with 2 great keepers, Ben stepped back from already having a
fantastic season at centre back to go between the sticks and perform heroically in goal when we most
needed him to. Warriors Supporters Player of Season.
Tom Daly – Defender An original Warrior of 10 seasons now, he continues to lock up the right hand
side of defence and prevent any attack from developing. After 10 seasons he scored his first ever goal
and within 5 minutes nearly scored his second! His confidence at training is now showing on the pitch
with great footwork when it’s needed under defensive pressure.
Ben Smalley – Centre Back/Midfield An experienced Warrior, but a debut season at Centre Back,
although you wouldn’t know it. A master at reading the game well, terrific tackler and passer of the ball.
Always quick to encourage and praise others Ben is an invaluable squad member and received a
special Warrior award in recognition of his great season.
Billy Barrett – Defence/Midfield Has the ability to play in many positions, although his pace and long
kicks from goal kicks has been invaluable at relieving pressure on the defence. His 0-60 is amazing
which allows him to eliminate attacks just as you think they are starting.
Jamal Baig – Defence/Midfield Always puts in a shift along the left hand side. Has grown in confidence
to play further upfield as a wing back, or lock up the defence when the situation arises. One day will
score an improvised goal just as he often does in training. A great season all round.
Jonny Stone – Defence/Midfield Has really developed into an all round left side player with the
confidence to use his pace to attack when required to. Equally his strong presence on the field means
that he is able to combat any attacker who tries to take him on.
Laurence Wilson – Midfield Elegant left footed player who eases past opposition time and again. Sets
up many attacks and is a central figure in the middle of midfield. A luxury player but he also works
incredibly hard off the ball. His positional sense has further improved this season which means that he
is always in the right place.
Ed Anders – Defence/Midfield Huge energy levels, quick feet and a killer shot, Ed has had another
great season either in midfield or at centre back where he reads the play with ease. An invaluable
Warrior his encouragement of others and willingness to get involved is fantastic. Always keeps going
and often pops up at the end of the game with a mazy run on the ball to keep everyone else motivated.
Max Sharpe – Defensive Midfield Has defined the art of the defensive midfield player this season. Has
fantastic quick feet and always seems to have time on the ball. Whilst always a formidable tackler he
has added Heading the ball in a no-nonsense manner to his array of skills this season. Co-Winner of
Managers Player of the Season.
Lewis Glasscoe – Midfield Another tremendous season. Has again further developed his midfield play
not only with many superb assists with his creative midfield wizardry but now also is a regular scorer of
goals, some quite spectacular. Warriors Player of the Season for the 4th successive season.
Theo Maher – Defence/Midfield Every team needs a Theo. Wherever he is asked to play he always is
always committed and always performs. Strong in the tackle, good vision and great passer of the ball
is only surpassed by his encouragement of others and the team. Co- Winner of Managers Player of the
Season
Nico De Oliveira – Midfield/Forward Warriors first ever French player who brings Gallic flare to the
squad. Incredibly quick with good feet, he is impossible to stop. His confidence is growing with every
game, so too his understanding of the manager’s strange use of English football phrases.
Jake Ponte – Midfield/Forward Another of our flying forwards. Always exciting to watch on the ball as
his speed is electric. Not only that his determination off the ball is a great attribute. Scored several
goals and many assists, especially from taking wicked corners.
Joe Weaver – Striker A natural striker and goal scoring poacher. Warriors leading goal scorer. Has
often played as the lone striker and holds the ball up well, often taking a battering from the opposition
in the process, before laying off to a team mate in a better position.22
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St Albans City Youth Under 18 North
(P27, W10, L13, D4, For 72, Against 61) In our final season of youth football, the team’s results and our
7th place league position do not accurately reflect how well the boys have played. On many occasions
our opponents have complimented us on the style of football we tried to adopt; disciplined and organised
when we don’t have the ball but passing quickly and efficiently when in possession. The team should
be very pleased with their performances - they have served the Club well and we are grateful for their
considerable efforts and commitment, as demonstrated by number of them achieving over 200
appearances for the Club. Thanks also to everyone who has supported the team and helped out
throughout. We wish all of the boys’ success and enjoyment in their future footballing careers. Tim &
Mike.
John Barton (23 appearances) – Another great season from John in goal. As well as being a fantastic
shot stopper, John’s all round game has again improved. Well done Johnno.
Saul Beels (26 apps, 3 goals) – Saul never lets you down and has been outstanding at centre back.
Strong and difficult to play against and very good when in possession, allowing us to play out from the
back when the opportunity arose.
Alex Coakley (7 apps, 1 goal) – After an injury hit start of the season, unfortunately Coaks decided to
hang up his boots at Christmas. A good contribution when available though.
Ben Collins (24 apps, 3 goals) – Another really good season in the middle of midfield from Ben.
Unselfish and really hard working. Spectacular goal against Cuffley in the County Cup.
Matt Cross (26 apps, 4 goals) – A fantastic season at either centre back or as an attacking left back
from Matt. His ability and desire to get forward has seen him score four cracking goals this term.
Shay Emerton (25 apps, 10 goals) – Shay has always performed well but this season he has taken it
to another level. A tremendous contribution to the team, especially when going forward. Long range
and spectacular goal specialist.
Carmine Failla-Chase (25 apps, 18 goals) – Carmine has had a great season and made a real impact
on the team’s performances, either playing out wide or as the main striker. His acceleration is
frightening!
Clark Hodsdon (12 apps) – A tough tackling, physical full back who never gives his opponents a second
to settle on the ball. When in possession, Clarky helped us play forward with good distribution into
midfield.
Olly Innes (23 apps, 3 goals) – Olly always works extremely hard for the team. He has played out wide
in midfield or at full back and has also contributed with 3 goals, including a screamer from the half way
line against Whetstone.
Kieran Irons (23 apps, 15 goals) – To help out the team for the last third of the season, Kieran reverted
from playing up front to playing centre back and was a revelation. Good distribution, strong and quick.
Well done
Jack Kellard (25 apps, 12 goals) – Another really good season from Jack in midfield and in behind the
striker. A great athlete with good skill, which makes him a real handful to play against. Scored four goals
in one game against HMH.
Chris Litchfield (23 apps) – Captained the side & lead by example from the middle of midfield.
Tremendous work rate & commitment coupled with good skill. Chris was a real asset to the team
throughout.
Giancarlo Merlo (7apps, 1 goal) – Gian re-joined the team for the final third of the season and
contributed well out wide on either side of midfield. Gian is skilful, comfortable on the ball and likes to
take people on.
Robbie Tominey-Nevado (6 apps, 1 goal) – Unfortunately Robbie’s season was blighted by persistent
injury problems which was a real shame for both him and the team, who missed his trademark strong
running with the ball.
Tom Razzell (25 apps, 1 goal) – A fantastic first season with the team from Tom, either in the middle
of midfield or at the back. Works tremendously hard, with great determination. Scored with a great volley
against Kings Langley.
Jack Wells (24 apps) – Dependable and solid again from Jack at either left or right back. Became
increasingly comfortable in possession and has a good range of passes. Good stuff Jacko!
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St Albans City Youth Under 18 East
10 years ago this team was formed out of Saturday morning training. The team was managed by Matt
Hall and myself for 8 years. For the last 2 years .I have been in sole charge. In the course of our history
we have won 1 cup and the highlight was wining a league title at U14. In recent years we have not quite
reached them heights. In the last two seasons we have toured Holland which great fun and enjoyable.
With a little more luck. We could have added a couple more cups in our time. I would like to say the last
10 years have been great fun. I would like to thank all the players who ever played for the team.
Especially the last two seasons. I have made many good friends. I like to thank Matt Hall for all his
efforts for years. A big thank you to Peter Lawford for running the line over the last two seasons. A big
thank you to Steve, Jane and Daniel Pearce for their help on tour. To David Lachau for been tour
historian and to Steff Port for driving all the bags over in a car. To Nicola Gosling for helping on tour. A
massive thank you to my wife Lisa for putting up with me especially over the last two seasons.
Greg Gosling
Callum Addison - A very Skillful player with great range of passing. A two footed centre midfield player.
Towards the end of the season he played in many different positions. He scored more goals this season
in total than in all his previous seasons. Voted man with "Balls of steel" on tour. Season/Ap 34 G 7 T/AP
124 T/G 13
Matthew Bird - Only joined us this season. A very brave player who played one particular game with a
really bad shoulder injury. A very popular member of the team. Season/Ap 25 G1 T/Ap 35 T/G 1
Jack Burnham - This is the second season Jack has played for the team. Unfortunately has had long
periods out injured this season. One of our best players before injuries. Season/Ap 19 G 7 T/Ap 35 T/G
8
Luka Fadrique - This is Luka's second season as our goal keeper. He is the best keeper that team has
ever had. He is brave and has good handling. He is a very popular member of the team. Season/Ap 29
Tp 47
Anthony Gosling - Anthony is the longest serving member of the team. He is the only member of the
team who started from Saturday morning training. He is strong and quick. His left foot has scored many
goals from free kicks and he has been a source of many goals. Made his 200th appearance this season
for the team. Season/Ap 34 G 31 T/ap 231 T/g 181
Joshua Harpin - After one season away. He returned to the team. He is one of the longest serving
players. He is a quick and commanding defender. He has a good goal record for his position. Voted on
tour to have the "Most impressive beard”! Season/Ap 32 G 4 T/ap 171 T/G 23
Bradley Kelly –Keener - A fine Skillful player. He has great technical skill. He missed 12 weeks of the
season from a injury incurred while playing for the team. He won the award on tour as "Hero and
Defender of Small People" Season/Ap 19 G 5 T/ap 142 T/G 81
Jake Lachau - Team captain. One of longest serving players in the team. His appearances show that
he is a natural leader of men! Season/Ap25 G 2 T/ap 181 T/G 8
Edward Lawford - A very quick attack mined right side of midfield. A one of the best haircuts in the team!
Season AP 33 G4 T/Ap 50 T/G 8
Bachir Loussahi - A very committed player. Plays in various positions. A very quick two footed player.
He made his 100th appearance for the team this season. Season AP 34 G 13 T/Ap 129 T/G 53
Ben Macgregor - A very aggressive player who played in various positions. Missed a lot of the season
through injury. The team would have had a more successful season if he had been available more.
Season AP 13 G 10
Stefano Munoz - Steff was the midfield engine who was nickname 'the tractor ' for the amount miles
he covered on the pitch. Always put in 100% commitment. Season/App 29 G 3 T/app 57 G 3
James Murray - First Season with the team. He has a great touch while on the ball. A player who came
alive on and off the pitch in Holland! Season App 33 G 9
Matthew Pearce - A very commanding centre back. He was dominate in the air. Won the award for the
biggest hoofer in Holland. Matt made his 100th appearance for the team this season. Season /App30
G 6 T/ap 112 T/G 13
Alex Port - One of the first names on the team sheet, one of the longest servicing players in the team.
He made his 200th appearance for the club. Season App 33 G 2 T/app 216 T/G 10
Haaris Saleemi - Player of the year last year. He has had another fine season. Finished the season off
in fine form. Season App 34 G 3 T/App 63 T/G 4
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St Albans City Youth Under 18 East

St Albans City Youth Disability
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St Albans City Youth Disability Squad
Adam Simpson powerful striker who has scored some spectacular goals this season. Always gives
100%. Adam has played in 5-aside, 7-aside and 11-aside teams and has made 17 appearances
including the prestigious Ryman Cup competition.
Ben Kelly player manager for 5-aside, 7-aside and 11-aside teams. Ben is lightning fast, strong and
has a fantastic appetite for the game. Has scored some great goals and has made 16 appearances to
date. Has been selected for the Special Olympics GB team and will be going to Los Angles for the
World Games this summer.
Alan Winch outstanding, hard tackling, experienced defender who reads the game very well. Alan has
played in 5-aside, 7-aside and 11-aside competitions. Recovered from a serious ankle injury midseason to play in the Ryman Cup semi-final. Alan has made 16 appearances to date.
Dennis Cranswick good target man with exceptional dribbling ability. Dennis is currently top scorer in
5 and 7aside competitions and a valued member of the team. Only missed a couple of games due to a
back injury and has made a total of 17 appearances including the Ryman Cup quarter final this season.
Gary Darling another hard working and tough tackling defender who has formed a great partnership
as centre back alongside Alan Winch. Gary is brave, strong and an important part of the defence. To
date Gary has played 15 games including the Ryman Cup quarter Final/Semi Final.
Henry Cousins can play as an attacking midfielder or striker. Has scored spectacular goals this season
and is just returning from an arm injury that restricted his appearances this season. To date Henry has
played 10 games.
Jack Swann started the season playing in the small sided games, has good vision and his passing are
his best attributes. The second half of the season Jack has taken on a coaching role and has helped
Ben and Liam in this capacity. To date Jack has made 8 appearances.
Matt Dodds is the Mr Versatile of the team, natural athlete that can play almost any position. Matt is
quick and skilful and has scored some really good goals this season. Has made 16 appearances for
the club and played well in the Ryman’s cup quarter and semi-finals and has been selected for the GB
Special Olympics Team this Summer for the World Games in Los Angles.
Matt Smith (Hamster) defender who reads the game well, not afraid to verbally put his point of view
across to keep his team mates on their toes. He has played in 5 , 7 and 11-aside formats and has made
a total of 12 appearances this season.
Paul Spink defender/holding midfielder, experienced player who reads the game very well, good passer
of the ball who has scored one or two spectacular goals this season. Paul played in the Ryman Cup
quarter/ semi-finals, he is top of appearances league as an ever present with 21 appearances to date.
Sean Ellingham tough tacking, strong midfielder Mr Reliable, hardly misses a game and scores the
odd goal. Sean played a big part in the Ryman Cup and has made 17 appearances for the club. Another
player who has been selected to play for Special Olympics GB this summer at the World Games in Los
Angles
Sam Goldney another player who has shown his versatility by playing in several different positions.
Strong tackler but with some good dribbling skills and a good eye for goal. Sam played in the Ryman
Cup quarter/Semi Final and to date (following a leg injury) has made 12 appearances.
Sam Harris popular team player who plays in defence or midfield. Always gives 100% effort as shown
in the Ryman’s Cup games. Sam supports his team mates well in his positive attitude to date has made
19 appearances for the club.
Tom Ward enthusiastic midfield/striker naturally left footed. Tom has scored several spectacular goals
this season and his goal celebrations are legendary. Played in the Ryman Cup quarter/Semi Final and
in total has made 20 appearances for the club this season.
Simon Duthrie has improved so much in the last couple of months, always gives 100% playing in
midfield. Provides great encouragement to all the team. Simon played in the Ryman Cup Semi Final
never giving up. In total Simon has made 9 appearances this season.
John Webster missed half the season through injury but came back well for a couple of months. Always
a very energetic and skilful player continuously supporting his team mates. John has made 6
appearances for the team this season.
Thomas Searl joined the team mid-season and has proved himself to be a very good goalkeeper.
Brave and has quick reactions and has played well in small sided games. To date Thomas has made 6
appearances.
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St Albans City Youth Disability Squad Continued
Ali Vivado very skilful wide player who has matured over the season. Ali has great potential and has
developed his skills well. Has good passing and dribbling skills and definitely one to look out for in the
future. Ali has made 7 appearances to date.
Paul Slattery GK joined the team halfway through the season and made an instant impact on our
results. Paul is brave and strong and has made some outstanding saves this season. Always shows
great enthusiasm and effort in a relatively new position. Paul has played 10 times for the club to date.
Chris Bradbury is a big strong player capable of playing anywhere on the pitch. Has only played 5
times for the club but shows great potential for next season.
Tom Christmas joined the club from Harvesters in February, strong powerful player that can play in
defence or midfield. Always gives 100% and very popular with his team mates. To date Tom has played
5 times this season. Looking forward to Tom playing for St Albans next season.

City Youth three called up for World Games

2

Picture L - R Sean Ellingham, Matt Dobbs and Ben Kelly
Ben Kelly, Sean Ellingham and Matt Dodds are being prepared to receive GB International
Football Caps from Special Olympics at the World Games in Los Angeles this Summer. Below is a the
latest report from Ben Kelly (who is also the City Youth Disability Club Manager) on his experience to
date.
"The Management Team GB from Special Olympics invite us to meet up every 6 weeks or so for a
weekend of education to help us all to prepare for our International Caps this summer is USA. The
group from St Albans City Youth consist of Ben Kelly (me), Sean Ellingham and Matt Dodds (Doddsy).
Typically we meet up in places like Runcorn or Scotland which does involve a lot of travelling for the St
Albans lads but we enjoy the experience as well as travelling together.
During our training weekends we talk a lot about our own responsibilities, the importance of team work
and helping one another to bond as a team. We learn not to be frightened to make a mistake and
discuss own strengths weaknesses. By working together as a group we have become stronger.
Having so much time together we can look at the team tactics so that we play to our strengths, play the
best formation that suits are group and prepare by eating the right food. I will be bringing some of these
good ideas back to the club in season 2015/16.
Representing St Albans City Youth and now Special Olympics means a lot to all of us. To play for my
country is an unbelievable experience that we didn't expect but intend to make the most of. We realise
this will be a lifetime experience. The coaching staff at Special Olympics GB are amazing and I have
gained some new friendships from this opportunity.
I thank all of the people from Special Olympics St Albans and St Albans City Youth for supporting me,
Sean and Matt along the way."
This work form part of St Albans City Youth in Community working with partner groups such as
Special Olympics St Albans.
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